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Renee Tobey, junior at Calloway County
High School, was elected as secretary of
the Kentucky Beta Club at the 35th annual
convention held Friday and Saturday at
the Galt House, Louisville. She competed
against two other candidates for the office
and is the first state officer from Calloway
County in the honorary service
organization.
Other officers elected, all from the
western part of the state, were Tim Beals,
Glasgow, president, and James Swyers,
Hopkinsville, vice-president.
Mrs. Vernon A. (Betty) Riley, English
teacher at Calloway High and long time
sponsor of the Calloway Beta Club, served
as state Beta Club sponsor this year and
arrived in Louisville on Thursday to attend
the earlier meeting with the other state
officers including Lynne Crutcher of
1Reidland, state president.
Mrs. Riley and the state officers visited
the "teddy bear room" of Norton's
Children's Hospital which was completed
this year as a project of the Kentucky Beta
Club. This was a three year project of the
club and the goal of $6000 was finished this
year.
The Calloway teacher and the state
president escorted Gov. Julian Carroll to
the stage for the Saturday morning session
and he declared this week as ''Beta Club
Week in Kentucky."
Thirty-nine students from Calloway
Beta Club attended the convention and
were accompanied by Mrs. Ann Hopkins,
Calloway Junior Beta sponsor, and Ronald
McAlister, Calloway principal, along with
Mrs. Riley.
The Calloway group held a promotional
skit for Miss Tobey in the campaign rally
Friday night using a giant toe and big bee
with tulips for the tip top with a take off on
Miss Tobey's name.
Mike Farris of Calloway gave an oration
on the ''Bicentennial" at the convention on
Saturday night.
Mrs. Riley was in charge of the spon-
sor's breakfast held Saturday morning and
was made an honorary member of the
Gamma Beta Phi society of Murray State
University for assisting them in the
scrapbook competition.
The Calloway Club was recognized
Saturday morning for the expansion
program of installing new junior Beta
Clubs at Calloway High, and the North,
East and Southwest Elementary Schools
last spring. Three alumni from Calloway
High attending the Saturday session were
Bob Hargrove, Larry Geib, and Craig
Dowdy.
Calloway members attending were
Renee Tobey, Jill Falwell, Gay Howard,
Candy Hargis, Debbie Chadwick, Patricia
Parrish, Mitzi Reddick, Kathy Todd, Judy
Kimbro, Ftida Hicks, Pam Foster, Lisa
Smith, Vicki Weatherford, Debbie Dowdy,
Kathy Jackson, Kathy Harding, Sandy
Bibb, Sandra Stark, Gena Cleaver, Martha
McCallon, Diane Rhoades, Sherry Haley,
Mike Farris, Randy Herndon, Terry
Clark, Paul Guy, Kevin Bowen, Tommy
Riley, Ricky Wilkerson, Stanley Anderson,
Kerry Wyatt, Joe Dan Taylor, Rex
Jackson, Kevin Penick, Krit Stubblefield,
Karen Edwards, Sheila Darnell, Kim
Kemp, and LaDon Roberts.
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NIGHT OF MIRACLES won first place honors in the non-commercial division
float competition in the Murray Rotary Club's Christmas Parade here Saturday.
The winning float, which was awarded a $75 first prize, was sponsored by Sinking
Spring Baptist Church. Other winners in the non-commerical division were It's
Magic, It's Christmas sponsored by Southwest Elementary School, second place.
$50; and Santa's Toy Shop, North Elementan School, third place, $25. first place
Bicentennial Caravan Coming Here Tuesday
"Since a large portion of the history of
our nation was written by the military, I
hope every man, woman and child in
Murray and Calloway County will view the
Armed Forces Bicentennial Caravan
exhibits when they come to Murray this
week," Mayor John Ed Scott said today.
The caravan, made up of six vehicles,
including four large vans, one from each of
the military services, is one of four
currently touring the United States helping
America celebrate its 200th birthday.
Scheduled to arrive in Murray tomorrow
afternoon from Hickman, the caravan will
set up its Army, Navy, Marines and Air
Chance of Showers
Mostly cloudy with slight chance of
showers today, high in the low to mid 40s.
Cold with chance of rain mixed with light
mow tonight, diminishing Tuesday mor-
ning. Mostly cloudy and cold Tuesday af-
ternoon. Low tonight in the low 30s. High
Tuesday in the upper 30s. Wednesday par-
tly cloudy and cool.
Force exhibits on the north end of the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot at Murray
State University.
The vans are scheduled to open at 11 a.
m. Wednesday, Dee. le, and v011 be open
until 9p. m. Thursday, the exhibits wilr be
open from 10 a. m. until 8 p. m.
''Murray is extremely fortunate to be on
the Kentucky list of cities to be visited by
this exciting, historical exhibit," said Mrs.
Betty Lowry, who, along with County
Judge Robert 0. Miller, coordinates the
activities of the Calloway County Bicen-
tennial Committee.
"We hope every classroom teacher in
Murray and Calloway County, especially,
will have their students visit the exhibit
during its stay at Stewart Stadium," she
said. "It is free, and no advance
arrangements are necessary. Since there
are four vans, each independent of the
other, there should be little or no waiting.
A group may start its tour of the exhibit at
any one of the four."
The caravan is one of four such caravans
being used by the armed forces during the
Bicentennial Celebration to carry "The
History of the American Armed Forces
and Their Contributions to the Nation" to





The inauguration of Gov. Julian Carroll
and the inaugural,parade will be carried
live over KET channel 21, Murray
beginning at 8:30 a.m. local time Tuesda
The inaugural parade is set to begin at
a.m. Marching in the parade will be the
Calloway County High School Laker Band
The swearing-in will follow the parade a'
approximately 12:30 p.m.
Tom Butler of WPSD-TV and Bill Baile
of WAKY radio will co-anchor the
broadcast.
exhIbit teams have fanned out across the
c9untry carrying the arnied forces' history
primarily to small towns that might
eZgrair;!IkY
' The other three caravans will be
exhibiting in Preston, Ga., Shawnee,
Okla.. and Henderson, Fla., the same two
days the unit coming to Murray will be
here. From Murray, the Kentucky
caravan will exhibit next in Bowling Green
on December 12 and 13. Fourteen Ken-
tucky cities will be visited.
Three of the vans feature walk-through
(See Caravan, Page 14)
Clothing Drive
Set This Week
The annual clothing drive of the Murray
City Schools will be held Wednesday and
Thursday, December 10 and 11, according
to Willie F. Jackson, director of pupil
personnel.
Parents are urged to bring good clean
clothes and shoes to the schools on these
days. The clothes will be used for the
school children and any not used by the
Murray School children will be turned over
to the local organizations, Jackson said.
Squad Called To
Tobacco Barn Fire
Members of the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad answered a call to a tobacco
barn belonging to Harvey Copeland near
Alm around 8:30 p.m. Sunday.
The caller reported the barn to be
engulfed before firemen could respond to
the call. Copeland reported to officials that
the barn was rented out and an unknown
amount of tobacco was on the premesis
when the fire occured. Tobacco had been
being smoked prior to the blaze although it
is unknown whether any smoking was
taking place when the fire broke out.
Responding with two units were: Ber-
nard Steen, Sam Smith, Jerry Edwards,
Ricky Bucy, Ran Stout, Ron Stout, Jim
Green and Roger Hughes. The call was








in the Commercial Division was the Candy Carousel sponsored by the Board of
Realtors and second place went to the Musical Rudolph sponsored by Paradise
Kennels. Honorable mention was awarded to the floats sponsored by Murray
Middle School (How the Grinch Stole Christmas) and the Church of the Nazarene
(The Innkeeper's Daughter). Additional photos on Page 5
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales
New Officers Named By
Murray Board Of Realtors
The beeteeseeaateoesie deo* ileabeet of
Realtors has installed new officers for the
1976 year, according to a release from the
board. They are Guy Spann, president,
Bailey Hendricks, vice-president, Loretta
Jobs, secretary, and Pat Mobley,
treasurer.
Spann of Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore Street, has been a member of
the Board of Realtors for nine years and
previously served as president in 1972. He
is a member of the University Church of
Christ, served four years as a member of
the Murray City Council, six years on the
Board of Zoning Adjustment, and a year as
a member of the Murray Electric Board of
Directors. He is a member of the Murray
Lions Club the Rizpah Shrine Temple. He
resides with his wife, Larue, and children,
Bob and Julie, at 1604 Sycamore Street.
The new president said "as president, I
hope to make this board as responsive to
the public and its needs as is humanly
pcssible; and our duty shall be to serve the
best interests of the people of Murray and
Calloway County.
Hendricks of Donald R. Tucker Real
Estate, has served on the board as
treasurer in 1975 and was selected by the
board as its realtor of the year for 1975. He
attended the last two state conventions of
the Kentucky Realtors Association, is a
former member of the Murray Lions Club,
is a member of the Board of Directors of
the Murray Baseball Association, served
as president of the Little League in 1973,
and currently is president of the Colt
League. He is a graduate of Murray State
University, a member of Pi Kappa Alpha,
sieilmirviribitaiimiiiwAoloilissiamo yea
the Alumni Association.
The vice-president resides with his wife,
Regina, and son, Hal, at 2115
Gatesborough and is a member of St.
John's Episcopal Church where he is
serving a second term as the senior
warden.
Mrs. Jobs of Wayne Wilson Realty is
serving her third year as secretary of the
board and has been selected as the
Associate Realtor of the Year of the
Murray-Calloway Board for 1974-75. The
mother of two children, she was elected as
a state director of the Kentucky
Association of Realtors in 1975 and
reelected for 1976. She was also selected as
the associate realtor of the year for the
state in 1974 and was graduated by the
Realtors Institute in 1975.
The secretary is a graduate of Murray
State University, advisor to Tau Phi
Lambda at Murray State University, a
member of the Board of Directors of
Quota, Inc., a member of the Ad-
ministrative Board of the First United
Methodist Church, a field representative
for the Woodmen of the World, a member
of the Chamber of commerce, and was
selected to appear in Outstanding Young
Women of America for 1975. She resides
with her husband, Sid, and children at 1513
Martin's Chapel Road, Murray.
Mrs. Mobley of Boyd-Majors Real
Estate has been a resident of Murray for
the past thirteen years and a realtor for
the past five years. She is the mother of
three and resides at 1602 Oak Hill Drive.
Mrs. Mobley attended the universities of
Akron, Ohio, and Murray.
BICENTENNIAL EXHIBIT: Navy Petty Officecilsooda.McGee answers queshoes reserving the Us: Navy'rconflibutions
to the preservation of America's freedoms. The Navy van, one of four which will be in Murray Wednesday and Thursdat
with the armed forces Bicentennial exhibit, also indudes exhibits on the Navy's contributions to knowledge and Navy-developed items and processes which have improved the quality of life for the average American. In Murray the
traveling exhibit will be set up on the parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State University
-"°1 a I  
Newly installed officers of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors are,
left to right, Pat Mobley, treasurer, Loretta lobs, secretary, Guy Spann, president,
and Bailey Hendricks, vice-president.
Monday, December: 8
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will have a
Christmas dinner party at Lake
Barkley Lodge at 7:30 pan.
Each one is to bring a gift in
price range of three to five
dollars.




Dorothy Moore Circle, First
Presbyterian Church, will meet
at home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie at 7:30 p. in.
Murray Jaycees will sponsor
a football banquet for Murray
High School at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p. m. with
Bill Eurgerson as speaker.
Tickets are four dollars each.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Gary Haneline at
seven p. in.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority will
meet with Martha Andrus at
6:30 p. in.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the senior
youth room at seven p. m.
*OW will meet at the United
Campus Ministry building at
7:38 p. in.
Ann Hasseltide Class,
Memorial Baptist Church, will
have a potluck dinner at the
Dame of Laura Jennings at six
a.m.
Tuesday, December 9
Lydian Sunday School Class,
First Baptist Church, will have
a dinner meeting at the Holiday
Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group,
Memorial Baptist Church, will
meet at Jane Rogers' home,
1205 East Dogwood.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Sylvia Puckett at ten a. in.
Coldwater Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell at one p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. in.
Children's Concert, sponsored
by Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club, will be
at Lovett Auditorium at 8:45
and ten a.m. with music by the
MSU Choir.
Recital by Student Chamber
Ensemble will be at 8:15 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, 1VISU.
Wednesday, December 10
Oaks Country Club Women
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m. at
the club.
Ladies day luncheon will be at
noon at Murray Country Club
with Mrs. James C. Hart as
chairman. Bridge will be at 9:30
a.m. with Mrs. Ed Carroll and
Mrs. Dan Boaz as chairmen.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Pottertown with
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice at lake
home at ten a.m., South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Gerald Paschall, Pacers with
Joanna Adams for a salad
luncheon at 9:30 a.m., New
Concord at Holiday Inn at
eleven a.m., and South Murray
with Anna Mae Owen for a
luncheon and gift exchange at
10:30 a.m.
Arts and Crafts Club will have
a dutch luncheon at the Triangle
Inn at 11:30 a.m.
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
have a covered dish luncheon at
the home of Mrs. Otis H. Erwin,
807 Doran Road, at 6:30 p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
home of Diana Moore at ten
a.m.
Members of the Kentucky
Lake Chapter of the National
Association for Retired Federal
Employees (NARFE ) held a
luncheon on Friday, November
72, at the Triangle Inn.
A business meeting was held
ereeeding the luncheon by the
newly elected president. C. 0
filbdticant, who named the
following committees:
Executive—E. B. Allbritten,
vice-president; Max B. Hurt,
second vice-president; Van D.
Valentine, secretary-treasurer;
Robert H. Douglas and Oliver C.
McLemore, MaJ. committee




activities—Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
McLemore, chairman, Mrs.
Gussie Adams, vice-chairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry,
and Mr. and Mrs. Neil Brown.
Legislative—Max B. Hurt,
chairman, Richard Cullom,
vice-chairman, and J. Homer
Miller.
Fellowship—Mr. and Mrs. E.
B. Allbritten, chairman, Mr.
and Mrs. Hollard Rogers, vice-
chairman, and Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Palmer.
Publicity—Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, chairman, and
Van D. Valentine, vice-
chairman.
Mr. Valentine read the
minutes of the previous meeting'
IN MU
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Nov. 18, 11175
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mrs. R. D.
Key, Mrs. Warren Sykes, and
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
spent the day Tuesday with
Mrs. Ella Morris and daughter,
Jessie Paschall. Afternoon
visitors were Mrs. Carlene
Paschall, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris. Mrs. Paschall
has been in bed with trouble in
her back for several days and is
taking treatment from Dr.
Etherton in Murray.
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mrs. Ella Morris and family
Monday afternoon.
Rudy Key and Mrs. Beaulah
Lamb visited the Henry Sykes'
this week.
Mrs. Linda Orr and son,
Bryan, visited Mrs. R. D. Key
Wednesday.
Bro. Glynn Orr visited Jerry
Lee Tuesday. Bro. Lee is having
trouble with his eye. The trouble
occurred to him last Sunday and
he was taken to Memphis,
Tenn., in the afternoon. The
doctor said it would be awhile
before it would clear up. He will
go back to Memphis about the
first of December.
Holice Grooms, Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington, and Mrs. Oyna Orr
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
Mrs. Ella Morris Monday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
of Murray are vacationing in
the Smokies this week.
Mrs. Chester Weatherford
and Miss Louise Orr of
Mayfield, and Mrs. Opal
Kuykendall of Murray spent
Thursday with Mrs. Myrtice
and introduced Mr. McLemore
who in turn introduced Max B.
Hurt, speaker for the evening.
Mr. Hurt's talk was not only
inspiring but very humorous.
Membership in the Kentucky
Lake Chapter is open to all
retired civil service employees.
At the conclusion of the
meeting, a door prize was given
and won by Mrs. Gussie Adams.
Attending were Messrs and
Mesdames Glen Hicks, Kenneth
Grogan, Lowell Palmer, 0. C.
McLemore, C. 0. Bondurant,
Richard Cullom, Lee Warren
Fox, Joel Crawford, E. B.
Allbritten, Hillard Rogers,
Homer Miller, Robert Douglas,
Max Hurt, Mr. C. Henry, and
Norman Klapp; Mrs. Gussie
Adams; Curtis Palmer, Ken-
neth Palmer, L. E. McSwain, L.
C. Hendon, Preston Perry, Earl
Byerly, Van Valentine, and






Danny K. Outland, Rt. 5, Box
2150, Murray, Mrs. Betty A.
Garland, Bx 67, Kirksey, Mrs.
Estelle M. Caldwell, 703
Chestnut, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie
R. Lyons, 415 N. 5th., Murray,
Kenneth J. Manker, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Eddie Clayton,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Th., Miss
Jennifer A. Paschall, 902 S.
Dunlap, Paris, Tn., Thomas E.
Clark, Rt. 1, Box 183, Benton,
Mrs. Barbara J. McKenridree,
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Diana M.
Bennett and Baby Boy, 306 N.
7th., Murray, Harold H.
Brannon, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Billie Jo Shelton, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Master Craig E. Fox, Rt.
1, Hazel, Master Tracy L.
Pritchett, Rt. 2, Hazel, James
H. Blalock, 311 N. 10th.,
Murray, Isabel Hamp, Rt. 1, Bs
482, Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Sylvia D. Cooper, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Miller, 104 S.
Porter, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Nell J.
Hahs, 105 S. 8th., Murray, Elroy
0. Sykes, P. 0. Bx Murray, 011ie
Hale, 912 N. 18th., Murray.
Nance in Puryear, Tenn., in
honor of her birthday Sunday.
Keith Barrett visited Howard
Morris Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Carnol Boyd, Bro. and
Mrs. Phelps and son, Steve, and
R. D. Key went to McKenzie,
Tenn., last Saturday and
selected the carpet for the living
room and bedrooms of par-
sonage.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, visited Bro. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee Friday night.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson is not
feeling so well. Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson and Lavettia,
and Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited her over the weekend.
Mrs. Frances Deering of
Detroit, Mich., is spending a
few days this week with Mrs.
Wilson, and also Mr. and Mrs.
Derrel Wilson there on Sunday.
Bro. Warren Sykes cut his
hand rrida* while carving on
his artifacts, his new . hobby.
Rickie Paschall went with him
to Dr. Miner at Rhea Clinic in
Paris, Tenn., where he had
several stitches.
Gordon Nance was taken to
Henry County Hospital Friday
morning with a heart attack. R.
D. Key visited with the family
Saturday afternoon. He also
visited Rex Albritten in the
hospital.
Bro. and Mrs. Phelps and
Steve were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Vergil Paschall last
Sunday.
Charlie Vancleave of Waco,
Texas, and Mrs. Judy Herndon
and daughter visited Bro.
Warren Sykes Saturday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tarkington
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
daughter, Jessie Paschall,
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jerticins
Sunday.
Visitors in the hoine of Mrs,
Ella Morris Sunday afternoom
were Mr. and Mrs. Vat
'Paschall, Mr. and
Adolphus Paschall, Mr. oil_
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore, Mr aril
Mrs. Tellus Orr, Mrs. Milford
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, and Gloria Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington of Texas are the
prousiparents of a new baby boy
born November 12. The baby
was taken ill Saturday morning
and was rushed to the hospital
in San Antonio, Texas where he
is being treated for pneumonia.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson was in Rhea
Clinic Monday to see Dr.
Newman. His reports were
better.
Thanks for the comment on
my poem. Glad you enjoyed it.
"Thank You God
For Little Things"
Thank you God for little
things that often come our way.
The things we take for
granted but don't mention when
we pray-
The unexpected courtesy, the
thoughtful, kindly deed-
A hand reached out to help us
in the time of sudden need,.
Oh make us more aware, dear
God, of little daily graces,





will find it easier to put on their
- own storm boots in bad weather
if you mark the footgear to
indicate right and left foot.
Using a cotton swab dipped in
nail polish, paint an L on the left
and an Ron the right in the area
between sole and heel The
letters will be readable for
months.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Harold (Mary) Fones of
Murray Route one, Penny
Community, is a patient in
Room 4J02, Norton's Hospital,
Louisville, Ky., 40201. Persas
may send her cards or letter, at
that address.
Miss Vicki Lynn Ray
Richard W. Jones
Are Married Recently
In an autumn afternoon
candlelight ceremony, Miss
Vicki Lynn Ray and Richard
Wayne Jones were united in
marriage. The double-ring
ceremony was performed at
2:30p.m. by Rev. Jerry Mays in
the home of the bride's parents.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ray, 205
Hamby Ave., Dawson Springs,
formerly of Kevil. The groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Jones of Murray.
Preceding the ceremony, a
program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Glen R.
Perkins, organist, aunt of the
bride, and Bradley P. Ray,
brother of the bride.
The wedding party assembled
before the fireplace which was
decorated with a fan-shaped
arrangement of white gladioli
and large chrysanthemums
with baby's breath. On either
side were two seven-branched
candelabra holding white
burning tapers entwined with
ivy and centered with white
satin bows and long streamers.
The candles were lighted by
Kelly L. Ray, brother of the
bride.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by
Community projects,
cooperation in national
federated financed drives and
the progress of the Shell Oil and
Civic Improvement contests
consumed most of the sack
lunch monthly executive board
meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club, Monday in the
club house. Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, president, con-
ducted the two-hour event.
The club house repair and
redecoration was reported to be
almost complete. Half of the
wallpapering and installation of
new baseboards and molding
are to be finished this week,
according to chairwomen
Glenda Chrisp and Edwina
Simmons. Peggy Billington and
Jane Prince reported plans for
entering the Shell Oil and Civic
Improvement contests.
Donations to Care, Girl Scouts
and the Senior Citizen interests
were approved, with the gifts
being made voluntarily in the
ten departments. Lochie Hart
and Mrs. LaFollette spoke of
the activities and hopes of the
local Senior Citizens Board in
cooperation with the City
Council and the County
governing body.
Two hopes reported by them
are—the purchasing of the
National Hotel for a senior
citizens drop-in center, with
apartments on the two top
floors. This project was refused
by federal authorities last year.
"Meals on Wheels" is in the
making and will begin March 1
on an experimental basis for
three months. This endeavot
would attempt to supply at least
three hot meals per week to
older people who would be with
out such food otherwise. In both
of the projects the federal
grants would support them.
Mrs. Hart was reappointed to
represent the Murray Woman's
Club on the executive board of
the Senior Citizen program, by
Mrs. LaFollette. Mrs. W. J.
Gibson is also a member from
the Woman's Club on the Senior
Citizens Board. Mrs. Hart has
been working with this interest
since its inception and has
served on the executive board
since the resignation of Mrs.
Tom Brown who helped in-
troduce the Senior Citizen
project here.
her parents. She chose a formal
gown of polyester trimmed with
Val lace at the neckline. The
circular skirt swept into a
chapel train. She wore a Juliet
headpiece of Venice lace and
pearls with an attached waist-
length veil of imported silk
illusion.
She carried a bouquet of
miniature white rosebuds and
pale pink baby's breath cen-
tered on a white Bible given to
her on her 16th birthday. In the
Bible, she carried a linen
handkerchief with hand-tatted
lace that was a gift to her
mother from her great-
grandmother, the late Mrs. Ed
C. Ray.
The maid of honor was Miss
Glenda Jones of Frankfort,
sister of the groom. Her pale
pink gown featured a soft
chiffon lined with pink with
white lace trim at the neckline
and wide, cuffed sleeves. She
carried a multi-colored French
bouquet of cornflowers,
miniature daisies, pompons and
baby's breath.
Attending the groom as best
man was Cliff Rigginson, his
fraternity brother.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Melina Beth Perkins,
cousin of the bride.
For her daughter's wedding,
According to the report
Monday, Mayor John Fal Scott
and County Judge Robert 0
Miller have given their blessing
on the entire program and
especially to the two newly
proposed ideas.
Mrs. Donald Brock, chairman
of the Music Department, an-
nounced the next Youth Concert
that will lie held in Lovett
Auditorium Tuesday at 8:45 and
tom a. m. with the Murray State
Music Choir providing the
music. . •
The club house, decorated by
the Creative Arts and The Home
Departments, is ready for
holiday use and the annual open
Christmas meeting Sunday at
three p. m
The decorations are Bicen-
tennial in theme with evergreen
trees donated by Storey's Food
Store, trimmed with red and
white checked ribbon bows.
Wreaths and candles trimmed
with pine and holly complete the
decorations in the inviting
auditorium and the dining
room.
The Board directed thanks to
be sent to the giver of the two
trees, and recalled the yule
trees that were given last year
..by Col. and Mrs. Tom Brown.
SIMPLE ITEMS
Small children prefer simple,
familiar foods, a good thing to
keep in mind when packing box
or brown bag lunches to carry to
school.
Mrs. Ray chose a burgundy
floor-length gown of double-
knit. The mother of the groom,
Mrs. Jones, wore a floor-length
gown of soft shades of blue,
green and pink. Both mothers
wore cymbiciium orchids.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the dining
room with the bride's parents as
hosts. Serving were Mrs.
Marietta Danner and Miss
Rhonda Regain.
Pre-nuptial events included
an engagement party given by
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Blanchard,
and a household shower and tea
given by Mesdames Joe King,
D. Y. Word, Hubert Perkins,
Jim Shaw, Glen Ray Perkins
and Opal Sullivan and Miss
Varlien Perkins in the
fellowship hall of the Bethel
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at Gage.
After a short honeymoon, the
couple went to live in Lexington
where the groom is attending
college.
A comprehensive collection obtained by our
buyers from estates in New York, St. Louis, ,
New Orleons and more . . . through banks
and other markets.










































































































The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
regular meeting at the club
house on Tuesday, December 2,
at 7:30 p.m. with the chairman,
Mrs. Edwin Strohecker,
presiding.
Mrs. Ronald Churchill gave a
beautiful devotion expressing
the meaning of Christmas. She
used two poems, entitled
"Christmas Still Lives" and
"Christmas Is Not Just A Day".
Mrs. Strohecker presented an
ensemble from the Music
Department of the Woman's
Club, composed of Mrs. James
Carlin, Mrs. Tommy D. Taylor,
Mrs. Vernon Shown, Mrs.
Charles Simons, Mrs. Charles
Hoke, Mrs. Keith Hayes, Mrs.
Max Brandon, Mrs. Rob Ray
and Mrs. Donald Burchfield,
who were accompanied at the
piano by Mrs. Joe Prince.
The ensemble rendered a
number of Christmas songs in a
most delightful and charming
manner. Any group, such as this
one, which gives so freely and
cheerfully of their time to the
enjoyment and service of others
is to be admired, and the Delta
Department says 'thank you'
for a lovely program, a
department spokesman said.
Following the program a
short business meeting was
conducted by Mrs. Strohecker.
The secretary and treasurer
gave their reports. The
department voted to give
twenty five dollars to the Senior
Citizens' program of Calloway
County.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses—Dr. Janice
Hooks, Miss Ruth Lassiter,




Mom Wants to Bow
Out of Bride's Bizarre
Wedding
By Abigail Van Buren
0 11,75 by Chleago TrIbusbi-N. Y. PIMA Weld.. lite
DEAR ABBY: Our 24-year-old daughter, Phyllis, is
getting married, and her plans are unbelievable.
In the first place, Phyllis and Rick have been living
together for two years and they have a 4-month-old baby.
Phyllis wants to walk down the aisle with the baby in her
arms and Rick by her side!
Phyllis' father and I have been divorced for 14 years, but
Phyllis wants us to walk down the aisle together. Then she's
got my present husband and her father's present wife
teamed up as a "couple" to walk down the aisle together.
(Have you ever heard of anything so asinine?)
The wedding will be held in church and the kids are
paying for everything. Phyllis and Rick wrote their own
vows, and they claim the pastor approved all these plans.
Can you believe it?
This weddingshould take place in a zoo—not a church. I
am happy that yllis is finally going to marry Rick, but do
you think I should take part in this farce, or should I stay
home with a migraine headache?
MOTHER OF THE BRIDE
DEAR MOTHER: Unconventional as the wedding may
seem, it's the bride's day, and she may do things her way.
Please don't get • migraine. Your daughter needs you, and
you'd be missing one of the most unorthodox weddings of
all time.
DEAR ABBY: This past. year, my hustind and I have
entertained three couples for dinner in our home. Upon
leaving, all have said, We will have to have you over
soon."
Well, "soon" never came with any of them.
When we accidentally run into them somewhere, they
say, "We've been meaning to call you..."
Abby, these three couples get together often. We know
because we see their cars parked in front of the homes of one
or the other. However, none of them has made an effort to
include us.
My husband says that I am foolish to stand on
ceremonies—that as long as we enjoy their company (and
we do) I should invite them back.
I think three invitations without being invited back is
enough. I'd like your opinion.
ALWAYS THE HOSTESS
DEAR ALWAYS: I'm with you. One for one is the
proper ratio, but two for none should be the absolute limit.
DEAR ABBY: Eleven years ago, when my son was
5-years-old, I was financially unable to care for him so I
placed him in a home where I knew he would be properly
provided for. I had no choice, Abby.
Now he is 16, and when he visits me, he makes demands,
uses abusive language and treats me in a most cruel and
insulting manner.
I feel that this is his way of punishing me for having put
him in a home.
What is the best way to cope with this situation? I don't
appreciate this type of treatment from my own son. Thank
you.
ABUSED
DEAR ABUSED: If you can't make him understand that
you placed him in a home because you thought it would be
best for him, perhaps • clergyman or counselor can. Your
son desperately needs to be assured that he was loved—not
abandoned.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send 61 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,
self-addressed, stamped (20e) envelope.
cssze
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To Marry In January
•••
Miss Suzanne Dick
and Billy K. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Dick, 500 South Thirteenth Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their only daughter, Suzanne, to Billy K. Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bulas J. Wilson of Murray Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently employed with J. E. Littleton Company of Murray.
Mr. Wilson attended Calloway County High School rnd is a
graduate of Murray State University. He is now employed as
asaktsint manager of Corn-Austin's of Murray.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, January 31, at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Your Individual Horoscope ,../41,5
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1175
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 411941:
You may be quite certain in
your mind as to exactly how you
intend to handle things, but it
wouldn't hurt to get another's
viewpoint. Some interesting
new concepts could result
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 22) 43101
You may not have the in-
centive to try and accomplish
the extraordinary now, but a bit
of extra thought given to the
future could completely change
your perspective — and
stimulate your ambitions anew.
GEMINI
May 72 to June 21) 14*
After some early morning
confusion, day should turn out
to be surprisingly productive.
You also stand to gain finan-
cially.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences suggest a
need for added vigor in your
thrust forward, but be careful




( July 24 to Aug. 23) 44:4z
Some complexities indicated.
However, your ability to move
In tight spots and maintain
equilibrium through heavy seas
can see you through.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1/Pil .
Make the most of your really
bright ideas and concise, solid
plans for achievement now.
Accentuate positive thinking.
Combine intiution with know-
how.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
Better than usual advantages,
but more than usual effort
linked, too. Some past in-
vestment of money or time
begins to pay; invest more for
the future.
SCORPIO
( Oct 34 to Nov. 22) "II&
You may think you have
something under control,
rolling briskly: Better take
another look for hidden flaws.
SAGITTARIUS







Until 8:00 p. m.
Court
Square
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but don't go to extremes and
attempt the bizarre.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) `414
You may possibly have to set
aside certain personal desires
in order to show your abilities in
the best light. The effort you





thorough, affable manner; thus
you will win points and outwit
the competition. Do your best
but don't undertake the
unreasonable.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Both regular work and new
ventures favored. Returns from
past efforts indicated very soon.
Whatever you do well will have
long-range value.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
tremendous drive and such
faith in your convictions that
your persuasive powers are
boundless. There's a touch of
the mystic about you, too, which
sometimes expresses itself in
music or poetry. Your talents
are such that your choice of a
career is almost limitless, but
your greatest fortes may in-
clude finance, business ad-
ministration, science, the law,
statesmanship and medicine
Also, with your keen sense of
line and proportion, you would
make an excellent architect




To keep hot food and drink -
hot longer in vacuum bottles
preheat the containers









11•11 caw Mobil • In lione
&red from Nashville's
'Ole Time Pickle Parlor
TO MANY GOOD DEALS TO MENTON .. HURRY!
GRAND
OPENING





2. 12 voice controls
3. Bench included
4. 1 year warranty 488
Reg. 895.00
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To the Paducah and Murray area. Visit Conrad's Paducah
and Murray's authorized Lowrey and Story and Clark Dealer.
And take advantage of these Sales Prices on 52 new pianos
and organs (two truck loads). This is Conrad's way of in-
troducing these 2 great names and giving you, the customer
a great deal. Special prices on everything in our store!
SUNDAY OPENHOUSE
December 7, 1:00 to 5PM
MIKE PEARSON
and the Bluegrass Bond
'HWY 69'
•PRESDITLY ON SHANNON RECORDS
•APPEARING IN THE MOVIE 'NASHVILLE'
*DID SOUND TRACK FOR MOVIE 'NASHVILLE'
WITH THE 'MISTY MOUNTAIN BOYS'




Mr. Relyselt ii. aiesielan's amid= wed • most talented
virtuoso PUSS being on &saline master if the seeders
electronic deveiernents of the LOWERY ORGAN








includes bench and free delivery
OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE
We refuse to be undersold!
4 Years ago we started with 11 units on our floor. Service and lowest prices
anywhere has been our reason for success. Now we have over 150 units to
select from in our two stores. We employ 2 full time technicians (organ and
piano). No contract or part-time servicemen!
WE CAN PROVE WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL!
Conrad's
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By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT —The seeds of dissension
might well have been planted in the
Kentucky House of Representatives when
leadership members were chosen at the
pre-Legislative Conference at Kentucky
Dam Village the first of the month.
First off, veteran legislator Norbert
Blume, D-Louisville, who began his
legislative career in 1964, was ousted as
House speaker after serving two terms.
Gov. Julian Carroll's forces replaced him
with William Kenton, D-Lexington, who
started in the House in 1970. Jefferson
County has 22 members out of the 100 in the
House and are not overly pleased that they
didn't get even one of the five leadership
posts the Democrats control in the House.
Next off, Bobby Richardson, a young
attorney from Glasgow, has been chosen
as majority floor leader over others-who
have spent more time in the legislative
halls. Richardson first can* to the House
in 1972.
Lloyd Clapp, the veteran legislator from
Wingo, who has been in the House since
1966, was named Speaker pro-tern, which
satisfied him and there is no complaint
about the posts of caucus chairman and
Democrat whip. Bill Donnermeyer, D-
Bellvue, is caucus chairman, and Dwight
Wells, D-Richmond, is the whip. Don-
nermeyer came to the House in 1970 and
Wells came in 1968.
Geographically, the positions are
equitably distributed around the state, but
relegating Blume to the floor as just a
member after he has held leadership posts
might be just a little hard for the old-
timers to swallow.
It didn't improve any on the Republican
side in the House when veteran Art Sch-
midt, Cold Spring, who first served in 1964,
was ousted from the leadership. There was
a bitter word-battle in the Republican
House caucus at the darn that might take
some time to heal.
There was never any doubt that veteran
Harold DeMarcus, who started in 1964 in
the House, would be elected minority floor
leader over Larry Hopkins of Lexington
who served as caucus , chairman last
session. Hopkins is philosophical about his
katik He watt may other pot than
majority floor leader.
But when Raymond Overstreet, Liberty,
defeated Schmidt for caucus chairman
some eyebrows were raised. Overstreet
started in the House in 1972. Herman
Ratliff, Campbellsville, was named party
whip. He started ia the House in 1968.
While Gov. Julian Carroll apparently
kept his promise to keep his hands off in
choosing the leadership, his lieutenants,
headed by Demo Party Chairman Howard
P. (Sonny) Hunt engineered the selection.
If Blume should become vexed during
the session, and things don't go right for
the Republicans, we might again see an
organized revolt similiar to that under
Gov. A. B. Chandler's last term when rebel
Democrats made his legislative path
rough.
Blume could well team up with
DeMarcus and his Republicans in such a
revolt. Also, if the coal-producing counties
don't, get the share of the severance tax
they want, Hoover Dawahare, D-
Whitesburg, leader of the Mountain
Caucus, could also be a strong ally of
Blume in the rebellion.
The situation is more firm ,over in the
Senate for the governor for the selection of
leaders was carried out without any hurt
feelings.
Joe Prather was named President pro-
tein, with Pat McCuiston as his assistant.
Tom Garret, D-Paducah, returns as
Majority Floor Leader. Danny Yocom
steps into the spot as caucus chairman and
Kelsey Friend will become the Democrat
Whip.
On the Republican side Eugene Stuart is
the minority floor leader with Walter
Baker as Caucus chairman, and Joe
Graves as whip.
Blume has said that he has no hard
feelings toward the governor, and there
isn't any indication that he might try to stir
up a rebel group in the House, but the
possibility is there. All it needs is for the
fuse to be lighted.
Funny World
SPORTS
Now, they're claiming that baseball is
un-American. Look what 30,000 people in
the stadium do to the Star Spangled
Banner before each game.
A rugby player who bit off an opponent's
ear has been banned for two years. It
means Devonport Services prop George
Wright will be out until the end of the 1975-
76 season for bringing the game into
disrepute. (London Times)
Lucky Lips, the only man in Raleigh,
Miss., who says he doesn't take spitting
tobacco seriously is the new holder of a
world's record in the endeavor. John
Raymond Tullos of Raleigh, who at-
tributed his win to "a lot of luck," fired a
27-foot, six-inch spit into a four-foot-wide
spot before 6,000 spectators on a nearby
farm Saturday. Defending champion
.spitter Don Snyder bettered Tullos'
distance by eight inches outside the run-
way, and was disqualified for his inac-
curacy.
111EART1114
IltARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 4541$. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: Wasn't there a new law
recently passed to allow widowers with
children in their care to draw Social
Security benefits on their deceased wife's
work record? C.L.P.
Answer: Yes, there was a change in
Social Security regulations to make the
Social Security Administration conform to
a Supreme Court decision granting
benefits to widowed fathers of dependent
children. This was proposed Nov, 12, 1975,
by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
The proposed regulation would formally
implement the March 19, 1975, decision in
Weinberger vs. Wiesenfeld, in which the
court overturned as unconstitutional those
provisions of the Social Security Act that
granted benefits to widows with children in
their care but not to widowers. Under the
new regulations, benefits are payable to
either surviving parent. An estimated
15,000 widowed fathers were made eligible
for Social Security benefits by the
Supreme Court decision.
Heartline: I've been receiving Social
Security disability checks for the past 18
months and understand I'll be eligible for
Medicare in another six months. Right
now, my wife and I have private health
insurance coverage. Will Medicare cover
my wife too? If not, what should we do
about our private policy? C.W.
Answer: The Medicare protection for
disabled beneficiaries is not extended to
any of the beneficiary's family members.
You should check with a representative of
your private health insurance office to
discuss the options available when your
Medicare coverage starts.
Heartline: Since I receive Supplemental
Security Income, do I have to apply for
my Veterans Administration pension,
which will be less than Supplemental
Security Income? F.C.
Answer: Yes. You are required to apply
for any cash benefits for which you might
be eligible.
Heartline: I am 64 years old, and lately I
have had some trouble with my hearing. I
think I may need a hearing aid. Will
Medicare help pay if I go to the doctor and
have my hearing tested? J.K.
Answer: No. This is not a service
covered under Medicare. Also, if you find
out that you do need a hearing aid, then
this also is not covered by Medicare.
Send for a list of "20 Vital Free
Government Pamphlets," a free leaflet
that lists governmental pamphlets helpful
to senior citizens. Enclose a long, stam-
ped, self-addressed envelope with your
request for the list. Mail to Heartline, Box
4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
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Dollars For Terrorism
The Defense Department has
reported that about 75 per cent of
the money used by Irish mili-
tants to purchase arms, ammu-
nition and explosives comes
from sources in the United
States.
According to the Pentagon re-
port, the most active fund-ra6-
ing terrorist organization in the
United States is the Irish North-
ern Aid Committee with head-
quarters in the Bronx, New
York.
Those who give contributions
for Irish aid should be sure the
money is not being used to buy
explosives such as the cache dis-
covered in Southampton, Eng-
land, soon after the liner Queen
Elizabeth 2 arrived from Amer-
ica.
There have been 14 terrorist
bombings in London in the last
three months.
These are ugly doings, and
even worse is the violence in
Northern Ireland itself. No
thoughtful American can con-
done this business, much lesj en-
courage it.
This Week At MSU
December 8
The 28th Annual Quad-State Band
Festival will be held on campus, with
rehearsals throughout the day. An in-
formal concert by the Murray State Jazz
Ensemble will be given ai 4:15 p. m., in the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex. A concert
at 7 p. m., in Lovett Auditorium, will
conclude the day's acitivities.
December 9
A children's concert, under the direction
of Professor Robert Baer, will be
presented by the MSU Choir at 8:45 and 10
a.m., in Lovett Auditorium.
A luncheon will be held at the Baptist
Student Center, 108 North 15th Street; t
12:30. Tickets are 50 cents.
The Murray Lions' Club Christmas
party will be held in the Waterfield Student
Union Ballroom at 6 p. m.
A Recital presented by Student Chamber
Ensemble will be given at 8:15 p. in. in the
Farrell Recital Hall. The following faculty
members will participate: Jenny
Holtgren, soprano; Robert Scribner,
trumpet; David Nelson, violin; and David
Gowans, viola.
December 10
The annual Christmas luncheon at the
United Campus Ministry, 202 North 15th
Street, is scheduled for 12:30 to 1:30.
Tickets are $1.25.
Auditions for the 1976 season at
Opryland USA, Nashville will be held from
2 to 6 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Tim Gualdoni, from Herrin, Illinois, will
present a senior piano recital at 7 p. m ,
Fine Arts Annex.
MSU Basketball with, men's team vs
Missouri Southern, in the Sports Arena at
7:30 p. in.
Hanging of the green, a traditional
ceremony, will be observed in the lobby of
Ordway Hill immediately following the
Racer-Missouri Southern Basketball
game. Public invited.
A Faculty Recital will be presented at
8:15 p. m., Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex
Brass Ensembles: Robert Scribner and R
W. Farrell, trumpets; David G. Elliott,
French horn; Raymond Conklin, trom-
bone, and David G. Wells, tuba.
December 10-11
Bicentennial caravan exhibit at Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot will be open
to the public, Wednesday from 11 a in
until 9 p.m., and from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on
Thursday. There is no charge.
December 11
A Christmas party will be held at the
Baptist Student Center at 6:30 p. m. For
students, and children with whom Murray
State students in special education are
working.
. Annual Christmas candlelight concert
,presented by the MSU Choir, under the
rection of Profess& Mirk-tills-IT:WM •P
given at 8:15 p. m., in the SUB Ballroom.
Kappa Omicron Phi Founder's Day
program will be held in the Applied
Science Building. Mrs. Constantine Curris,,
wife of the president of Murray State
university, will be guest speaker.
December 12
Fall term final examinations begin.
Murray Band Booster,will sponsor the
P. U. Band, a pantomme group from
Ownesboro, at Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.
m. Tickets are Adults $3, and Students 82.
December 13
Last day to preregister for any
classification. From 8 a. m. to 12 noon in
Rooms 3 and 4 of the SUB.
American College Test (ACT) will be
given from 7:30 a. m. until 12 noon in the
Ballroom of the Waterfield Student Union
Building.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
banquet is scheduled for 7 p. m. in the
Waterfield Student Union Ballroom.
MSU Basketball in the Sports Arena with
women's team playing Lambuth College at
5:15 p. m., and the men's team vs Southern
Illinois University at 7:30 p. m.
December 14
A pinning ceremony for nursing students
who have completed the nursing program
is scheduled in the Nursing Building,
North 14th and Payne Streets, at 2:30 p. m.
Public invited.
Two senior recitals will be held in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Neil Miller, from Hawesville, at 2 p. m.,





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE WCC AT NAIROBI
The fifth assembly of the World Council
of Churches, meeting this month in
Nairobi, Kenya, almost certainly will
produce an extension of the WCC's in-
volvement in revolutionary political ac-
tion.
Stephen Whittle, editor of One World,
official publication of the WCC, recently
wrote that there is a consensus in the
organization in support of "political
engagement." The question at Nairobi, he
said, is "how the churches should be
politically involved and pow far their in-
volvement should go."
Already, in Africa, the WCC has directly
supported revolutionary terrorist groups.
But Mr. Whittle has complained that
"many churches in Western Europe have
reacted negatively." In other words, many
churchmen object to collecting money
from the man in the pew and sending it to
Maoist terror groups in Africa.
Unfortunately, the extent of the WCC
commitment to revolution is not well
understood by many churches in the West.
Even a casual perusal of WCC publications
gives evidence of that commitment,
however. In the September issue of One
World, for example, one contributor hails
the "theology of revolution." Another
contributor publishes a glowing tribute to
the new "People's Republic" of
Mozambique—without mentioning that its
leader has described it as a -Maoist"
regime. A news item in the September
issue reports, without comment, that "The
right to profess and practice the religion of
one's choice is 'guaranteed in the new
Cuban constitution."
This type of presentation underscores
the truth of an observation by To The Point
International, published in Belgium, that
there is an "unmistakable leftwing bias in
the WCC propaganda machine which
echoes the dominant mood of the executive
leadership."
To The Point has also noted that "over
the past few months the propaganda—paid
for, like most WCC activities, by the
contributions of the capitalistic Americans
and Germans—has become steadily more
strident. Conference calls for dialogue
with Marxism and hostility to capitalism
are widely reported."
In addition, the WCC pays little attention
to Soviet persecutions. The WCC's
criticism is directed at Western-oriented
countries. This isn't very surprising, for
the general secretary of the WCC, Dr.
Philip Potter, makes it very clear that he
is chiefly interested in "liberating" Third
World countries from capitalism. All this
is pleasing to one of the key WCC figures,
Metropolitan Nikodim, who anti-
communist churchmen recognize as the
Soviet Union's front man in international
religious activities. Nikodirn is president
of the Christian Peace Conference, which
is based in Czechoslovakia and which
invariably equates peace with the political
objectives of the USSR.
The political orientation of the WCC was
demonstrated very clearly in the Nairobi
meeting when Michael Manley, prime
minister of Jamaica, told the assembly
that churchmen today must help destroy
ihe capitalist system. "In the name of
capitalism," he said, -all of the most
dangerous instincts of man have been
elevated to the status of behavioral laws."
According to United Press International,
this anti-capitalist declaration "received
prolonged applause" from the nearly 800
delegates.
Given the orientation of the WCC
HARRIGAN
Secretariat, it is inevitable that the anti-
capitalist rhetoric will be translated into
„action programs against free world in-
terests.
People in the free world should un-
derstand the temper and objectives of the
WCC. Its "theology of revolution" is in-
separable from the terrorism and
guerrilla tactics of revolution. The
delegates of the WCC at Nairobi, in
espousing this "theology of revolution,"
have turned their backs on the spirit of
reconciliation which churchmen have
subscribed to down through the ,ages.
LliKING BACK
10 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dowdy on
U. S. Highway 641 South was destroyed by
fire yesterday morning.
Work is progressing on the project of the
extension of Payne Street off North 16th
Street so that it will be in line with
Calloway Avenue on the west side of North
16th Street.
The Kiwanis Club of Murray will ob-
serve Ladies Night this week at the
Southside Restaurant. Bill Doss will be
master of ceremonies.
C. T. (Charlie) Lear of Mayfield, former
businessman of Murray and former
deputy sheriff of Calloway County died
yesterday at the Fuller-Morgan Hospital,
Mayfield.
Miss Loretta Jeffs, foster daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hopkins, and Flenoy
Barrow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Barrow, were married November 24 at the
Hopkins' home.
20 Years Ago
Jamie Potts, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Potts, showed and sold the Grand
Championship crop of burley both in
quality and handling at the Mayfield
Junior Tobacco Show and Sale. He is a
member of the Kirksey 4-H Club.
Santa Claus and his reindeer will make
an appearance on December 16 at five
p.m. in the Christmas parade in' Murray.
Elvis Black, age 71, died this morning at
his home at Lynn Grove.
Births reported include a girl, Joyce
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn C. Wooden on
November 27.
Carl Walker, Al Giordino, and Don
Heirne of the Murray State College football
squad have been named to the all OVC
Football team.
Bible Thought
...The Lord he is God in heaven
above, and upon the earth
beneath: there is none else.
Deuteronomy 4:39.
Of all that we would have and
possess, there is nothing of any
comparable value like the
majesty and goodness of
Almighty God!
Let's Stay Well
Radiant Energy A Blessing
By F.J.L. Blassingame. M D
The explosiontif atomic bombs
during World War II attracted
world-wide attention because of
the death, destruction, and
radiation burns. The* tragic
happenings resulted in fears that
still persist and have caused
many to be anxious about even
the peaceful uses of atomic and
other forms of radiant energy,
like X-rays.
The fact that this form of
energy is invisible to all of our
*WOES adds to the mystery. The
presence of such energy is
detected only by the aid of in-
struments, most of which are
complicated and technical. The
history of the bombs and the con-
_ _nected mysterl make correction
of the related arcilie6F difficult th
fact, the existing conditions re-
mind is of the old proverb that
"a little knowledge is a danger-
ous thing.
Writing in a recent ism* of
The Journal of the American
Medical Asaociation, Lawrence
Holder, M.D., an X-ray specialist,
points out that man is constantly
exposed to radiant energy from
the earth and the surrounding
universe and that the amount is
gradually cumulative as aging
takes place. Such radiation may
be one way that nature brings on
mutations or permanent
changes in cells to try new
models of living tissue.
Since the agreement between
the United States and the Soviet
Union in 1963, atmospheric tisx-
ing of nuclear weapons has stop-
ped. Thus, radiation exposure
due to global fallout is decreas-
ing. and the levels are now safe.
Medical and dental tom of
radiation are the largest man-
Made COnbibuidet Of radiation
to our population. The newer
machines require less radiant
energy to make needed tests.
Diagnostic procedures are
judged according to their safety
and benefits. Ticsues if the body
vary in their tolerance to radiant
energy. For example, gonads
(ovaries or testes) are highly sen-
sitive while nervous tissue is
resistant.
Exposures to radiant energy
other than medical are gener-
ally negligible and guarded by
government and industry to
avoid public concern. Such
sources are X-ray machines
used for security at airports,
television sets, X-ray devices
used in industrial tests, and
atomic energy for generation of
electric power.
The health and other benefits
derived from radiant energy far
exceed the hazards. More public
education is needed on this itn-
BLASINGAME
A. Whether a person needs
such prophylactic medication
depends upon why he is "run-
down." If the dental work is to in-
volve an infected area, such as
an abscessed tooth, and if the pa-
tient has had valvular heart dis-
ease. such preventive treatment
is indicated. The dentist and a
physician should work together
on such cases. Medication by
mouth may be effective so that
an injection may not be re-
quired.
Q: Mrs. MV.. whose 70-year-
old mother lives with her, won-
ders if old age makes people de-
manding and unpleasant.
A: A person is essentially the
portant alibied, - -y- ,--aarne-but-esagmerated with age.
Sometimes, however, stubborn
Q: Mrs. EN. would like to or even pathological behavior is
know if it is preferable for a per- a mechanism developed to ward
son who is nit-down to take an off depression. The behavior still
injection of an antibiotic when is irritating, but understanding
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FFA News
The Calloway County Chapter
of Future Farmers of America
was involved in many activities
during November.
Thirty-six juniors and seniors
entered the FFA contest
sponsored by the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times. The
contest is designed to determine
the top FFA members in
Kentucky.
Each member completes an
entry form calling for previous
year's records of projects, FFA
and community activities. Each
contestant writes a 500-word
summary of his or her fanning
program and activities. Krit
Stubblefield was the chapter
winner and is now entered in the
regional contest. Mark Wilson
was second and Barry Joseph
third.
Five members of the chapter
attended the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City, Mo.,
Nov. 11-14. Steve McCuiston,
State FFA President, served as
one of the three official
delegates from Kentucky. Steve
also served on the national
nominating committee which
was responsible for selecting a
slate of new national officers.
Mark Wilson served on the
national courtesy corp. Chapter
representatives to the con-
vention were Krit Stubblefield,
Barry Joseph and Joe Dan
Taylor.
The chapter received a
national Silver Emblem while
at the convention for being one
of the top six chapters in
Kentucky.
This was the first national
rating in the history of the
Calloway County Chapter.
While at the Convention the
members were addressed by
Vice-President Nelson
Rockefeller, John Connally,
Johnny Bench, Jerry dower,
Col. Harlan Sanders, Tanya
Tuckers and Jimmy Carter,
forair ganseor of Georgia.
The chapter had 72 members
iii
to enter the annual essay
contest. This year's theme was:
Land—My Community's
Heritage: Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow. The essay was
to be 1,000 words or less and be
the efforts of each individual.
This year's winners were Kenny
Orr, first; Charles Enoch,
second; and Beverly Penny,
third.
The chapter formally
initiated 130 Greenhands with
the official Greenhand
Ceremony at the November
meeting.
Krit Stubblefield was selected
as Member-Of-The-Month for
November.
KRIT STUBBLEFIELD, son of
Mr. and Mrs. EMI Stubblefield,
Murray, Rt. 5, has been chosen
as Member-of-the-Month for
November by the Calloway
County Chapter of Future Far-
mers of America.
Krit was chosen as a result
of winning the chapter
Courier-journal contest and
by being selected as Farm
Bureau King.
His winning contest form
has been entered in regional
competition and he will go to
Louisville on Dec. 11 for the
state Farm Bureau King con-
test.
Krit is a senior at CCHS and








Wayne Feed DeKelb Seed Corn
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually 
reports Chicago Board
of Trade and prices of 
Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner Bobby Meador, Mgr.
FARM TIRE SERVIC&Y
Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
lost Alai tit Industrial Reed
753-7111 Max Keel, Mgr.
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John Gregory, Attorney, left and Pat Trevathan, CPA, discuss their presentations made to the
IGrksey Adult Farmer Class on December 2 on the topic of Estate Planning Attorney Sid Easley
and Mr. Trevathan made similar presentations on Monday evening December 1, for the Young






The Calloway County Young-
Adult and the Kirksey Adult
Farmer classes have completed
two class sessions discussing
the topic of things farmers




Jackson Purchase PCA, con-
ducted the first session for each
class dealing with property
rights in Kentucky, estate tax
considerations and farm
business arrangements.
The Young-Adult class held
on December 1 was conducted
by Sid Easley, County Attorney,
and Pat Trevathan, CPA.
Easley's presentation centered
around making a will and how
an estate is settled. Trevathan
focused attention on gifts in
estate planning, federal estate
taxes, and Kentucky
inheritance taxes. The session
was conducted informally with
many questions answered on
related subjects.
Attorney John Gregory and
Trevathan using the same
program outline conducted the
December 2 session for the
Kirksey Adult Farmer Class.
The Young and Adult Farmer
program is designed to help
Calloway County farmers in the
areas of production agriculture,
farm management, current
agricultural problems, and
related interests. Farmers and
those with agricultural interests
are invited to attend the classes.
The classes are conducted at




ATLANTA, Ga. — If you're
cooking for two — or a few —
this season, you may want to
break with the traditional
turkey for holiday meals. Be
bold. Set your own holiday
eating trends.
Broilers and fryers offer you
good ideas. They can be
prepared in a variety of ways
other than roasting. They mix
well with other holiday foods.
They're economical and will not
present you with the problem of
leftovers and what to do with
them.
They're also on the market
now in great numbers. Ac-
cording to the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, broilers and
fryers have moved up from the
"adequate" supply
classification and into the
"plentiful" category for the
first time in 8 months.
Marketing specialists with
the Agricultural Marketing
Service say supplies are about
15 per cent more than last
December and well above the
1972-74 December average.
When buying broilers and
fryers, the same recom-
mendations apply as for all
poultry. Select by grade.
USDA Grade A offers you
high quality. All Grade A birds
are meaty, well finished, and
attractively plump. All poultry
must be inspected for
wholesomeness before the
quality grade goes on. Often
you'll find the inspection mark
and the grade shield displayed
together.
Useful poultry tips you can
use now and later:
All poultry is perishable. Care
and cleanliness should be taken
in preparation and serving.
Keep frozen until time to
thaw. Cook promptly after
thawing.
Use fresh-chilled poultry
within 1 or 2 days.
Completely cook poultry at
one time. Never cook partially,
store and finish cooking at a
later time.
For a tasty holiday entree
with flair, the following recipe
for two is sure to please any
chicken lover's palate:
Chicken la Orange Sauce
1 medium fryer, cut up




1-1/2 cup orange juice
1/2 cup white raisins
1/2 cup almonds, slivered
1 cup fresh orange sections
Salt chicken and brown in
butter, Remove from skillet.
Add Flour, 1/2 tsp salt and spices
to drippings to make paste. Add
orange juice and stir until thick.
Add chicken, raisins and
almonds; cook over low heat for
45 minutes or until chicken is
tender. Add orange sections;
heat, and use as a garnish.
Serve on fluffy white rice.
Yield: 4 servings.
USDA Amends Regulations
On '4-D' Poultry Handling
ATLANTA, Ga. — A change
in federal poultry inspection
regulations will permit the
shipment of "4-D" poultry — i.
e., birds that are dead, dying,





U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) officials
said the amendment, however,
will not lessen the strict controls
over such poultry, which are








Soil Improvement Assoc. Inc.
Industrial M. 753-2924
human food.
The new amendment permits
shipment of 4-D specimens to
USDA in Washington, or
elsewhere for laboratory
examination, training purposes
or other approved uses. It also
sets procedures for the release
of condemned or other inedible
materials for educational,




USDA's Meat and Poultry In-
spection program, pointed out
that special handling and
movement of 4-D specimens
under the -amended regulation
must not interfere with in-
spection procedures or sanitary
conditions in poultry processing
plants. Also, persons desiring
such specimens must take a
written application to the in-
spector-in-charge. Such ap-
provals are only good for one
year and must be renewed.
Under the new regulation,
deld birds are still permitted to
be transported to official
establishments in containers
spearate from live birds, in
‘-ecder that the dead birds can be
handled and disposed of
properly. Under inspection
regulations, 4,1) birds — or
parts from -them are own.
sidered inedible and are not
suitable for human. con-
sumption .
You've Read About Co-Ops But
Do You Know What A Co-Op Is?
Lately a lot of people have
been talking about farmer
cooperatives — but some food
industry leaders feel that many
of these people are not as
knowledgeable as they might be
about co-ops.
One of these leaders is
Kenneth D. Naden, president of
the National Council of Farmer
Cooperatives. Naden wants co-
ops to be recognized as key
contributors to the strength of
modern American agriculture,
but he believes that many
people will have to be educated
about co-ops to achieve this
recognition.
"During the past few years,
the nation has been exposed to a
wave of publicity about farmer
cooperatives — some of it
damaging," Naden said
recently. "As a result, some
people may have questionable
attitudes about co-ops, even
though only a few of them ac-
tually understand what a co-op
is and how it works.
"It's true that today's food
prices, along with adverse
publicity about a few dairy
cooperatives, have contributed
to an image problem that
farmers and their cooperatives
must deal with," he added.
"But co-ops have done far more
for the good of the country than
they're given credit for. It's the
severly limited knowledge and
understanding that Americans
have of co-ops and co-op ac-
tivities that does the mosl
damage."
Not Just Ordinary Corporations
To Naden, the tendency of
people to view a co-op as "just
another big corporation" is one
of the worst misconceptions
cooperatives fate today — and
one that infcirmeit opinion can
change.„
"When peeps t* co-ops into
the same category with
businesses like GM, Exxon sir
Borden's, they lose sight of the
features that set co-ops apart
from conventional cor-
porations," Naden stated.
"They overlook the fact that co-
ops are self-help enterprises
that help keep the independent
family farmer in business.
"We should all be concerned
about the fate of the family
farmer," Naden said. "He has
proven to be the most efficient
produer of food the world has
ever seen. If it weren't for that
efficiency, we'd be paying a lot
more for our food, and there'd
be less food available."
"Co-ops are owned and
governed demouatically by
farmers themselves, not by a
gorup of outside investors," he
continued. "They're non-profit
organizations that operate at
cost; returns on capital in-
vested to establish a
cooperative are very limited."
The NCFC president also
indicated that while farmer-
members do receive refunds
proportionate to individual
participation after expenses,
their biggest benefits are those
realized by working together in
an organized manner to fulfill
common needs.
The Future isn't Now




reasonable prices at retail.
Relief for Homemakers'
Headaches
High food prices are one of the
American homemaker's
biggest headaches, and Naden
would not deny that co-ops
occasionally raise prices for
their products. But he em-
phasized the point that co-ops
are less interested in how high a
price they can get for a product
than they are in how long-
lasting a market they can build
for a product. This, he feels,
makes them strong market-
place competitors.
"Because farmer
cooperatives operate at cost,
they often sacrifice some short-
term advantages," Naden
explained. "That's why prices
for co-op products tend to be
more stable than similar
products from private com-
panies. By maintaining higher
quality and offering more stable
prices, co-ops try to keep
customers satisfied and willing
to come back for more.
"Other food companies don't
always share this long-term
view of food markets," he
added. "They often enter and
exit markets at will, and
sometimes set prices so high
that the public just won't buy a
particular food product. This
can destroy a market. It can
leave farmers without a place to
sell their products.
The co-op presence in food
markets is, in Naden's opinion,
good for both farmers and
consumers. It has a stabilizing
influence on prices, and by
stimulating competition, it
forces all food businesses to
provide a steady flow of top-
quality products. While this
isn't a cure-all for supermarket
inflation, Naden feels that it




In closing, Naden reaffirmed
his belief in the right of farmer
cooperatives to serve America
as they have in the past — and
told why this right should be
preserved.
"Farmer coopoeratives'
record of service to the nation
and their long-standing
tradition of searching for ways
to improve their service far
outweigh the mistakes of a few
cooperatives," he said. "The
evidence indicates that
America would have less food at
lower quality and higher prices
if co-ops hadn't made it easier
for family farmers to stay in
business.
-For this reason, co-ops
deserve the right to continue
serving America. Service to
both farmers and consumers is
what co-ops are all about."
Best proven bulls ever
!if rent selection of proven dairy sires is the
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or any Farm Bureau Director
What do farmers get from co-
op membership in place of high
profits? A secure market for
their products, according to
Naden.
"For small farmers, the
phrase 'the future is now' is
meaningless," Naden said.
"Because of the size of their
investments in land and
machinery, they have to be able
to plan their crops and herds
long in advance — and hope that
there's a market for these items
at harvest time. If they sell
their products to non co-op food
companies, they can never be
completely sure of a market;
the company can stop buying
and look elsewhere at any time,
without warning.
"Co-ops provide a market
where farmers' crops can be
sold at fair prices year after
year," he continued. 'They give
the farmer a hedge for his in-
vestments. And they go a long
way toward giving him the kind
of 'job security' that people in
other walks of 1e take forgrantee--4.7...clark- ,
Naden feels that by giving
farmers the chance to establish




Climb into the new Scout Terro'" for 76 Roomy in the
cab, but leen on the outside, for better off -rood ITIOMOVIIN.
ability than ony full-sized pickup And it, no mini. Ws
ready to haul o ton in the double walled, six.foot bed The
II 8-inch wheelbase and leaf-spring suspension give on
issrae-ancieth ride. and selective four...Meet driver lea you
master the toughest terrain The right.sizial
pickup. Priced to Rt your budget
Scour the America others pass by.
Sae your International Harvester Dealer.
Taylor Mears, Inc.
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USDA Proposes New Standards
For Baked And Pork And Beans
ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
( USDA) has proposed U. S.
grade standards for canned
baked beans. In related actions,
USDA amended earlier
proposals to establish grade
standards for canned pork and
beans and to revise U. S. grade
standards for canned dried
beans. USDA will accept
comments on the three
proposals until Dec. 31.
Currently, canned dried
beans, canned pork and beans
(canned dried white beans and
pork with tomato sauce) and
canned baked beans are graded
under the U. S. standaras for
canned dried beans, in effect
since 1947. These standards also
cover dried white beans in other
packing media such as brine,
tomato sauce and sweetened
sauce.
Earlier proposals were made
to allow for the many types of
sauces and seasonings
available today in canned dried
beans. The proposed standards
for pork and beans also
recognized the sauce for pork
and beans as more than a
packing medium, since the
sauce for pork and beans as
more than a packing medium,
since the sauce is always
consumed and contributes to















Marketing Service ( AMS) said
comments on the original
proposals indicated that the
proposed changes did not take
into consideration the
characteristics of "New
England style" baked beans—
solid paced, seasoned beans
prepared by the application of
dry heat. These beans have a
different consistency and
texture than canned dried beans
or canned pork and beans. The
proposed separate standards
for baked beans would include
these characteristics as grade
factors.
The proposed standards for
canned baked beans, canned
pork and beans and the revision
of the standards for canned
dried beans provide for two
grades: U. S. Grade A and U. S.
Grade B. The proposals would
eliminate the optional use of U.
S. Fancy for Grade A and U. S.
Extra Standard for Grade B.
Written comments on the
proposals should be sent in
duplicate to the Hearing Clerk,
Room 112-A, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D.
C. 20250. Comments will be
available for public inspection
in the office of the Hearing
Clerk.
AMS establishes grade
standards and provides official
grading for many food
products. Use of the standards
and grading service is volun-
tary.
Ky. Honors Former 4-H'ers
Cunningham Mrs. Bogie
Three former 4-H'ers from
Kentucky have been named
state Winners in the 4-H alum-
ni recognition program.
Oliver Cunningham and
leane Bogie of Richmond,
and Wallace L. Bendel of
Lexington received plaques
donated by Olin Corporation
for their service to 4-H, com-
munity leadership and cateer
success.
Cunningham and Mrs.
Bogie will have their nomina-
tions forwarded for consider-
ation at the national level.
Eight national winners, to be
named next year, will receive
10-carat gold keys and ex-
pense-paid trips to the 55th
National 4-H Congress in Chi-
cago, Nov. 28—Dec. I, 1976.
Cunningham is chairman
of the Madison County 4-H
expansion and review com-
mittee, and is dedicated to
making the 4-ti program
available to all young people
in his community. He serves
on the 4-H council 'rid has at-
tended the state 4-H leaders
forum and the National 4-H
Congress.




I Take My Account
Before Age 591/2?
If you receive all or a part of
your account before age 591/2,
and are not disabled, you'll pay
a stiff tax penalty. Not only will
you have to include the amount
received in your ordinary in-
come for the year of receipt,
but a Federal penalty tax equal
to 10 per cent of the amount
received will be imposed.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.




ber in Trigg County, Cunning-
ham traveled to Paducah as
delegate to a district event.
Mrs. Bogie represents sev-
eral Madison County schools
on the 4-H council. She has
been a project leader for sev-
en years and a community
club leader for nine years?
As a five-year 4-H'er in
Madison County, Mrs. Bozic
participated in clothing,
foods and swine projects.
Bendel, a minister, is an
active member of many com-
munity organizations.
During his 10 years in
Ottawa County 4-H, he won
numerous awards for live-
stock, tractor maintenance,
soil and water conservation,
and public speaking projects.
He is now a resident of Fay-
ette County.
Alumni honorees were
selected by the Cooperative
Extension Service. Awards
were arranged by the Nation-
al 4-H Service Committee.
Pie is now a traditional
holiday dessert, but in Colonial
days an item like apply pie was
something of a year-round main
dish, prepared with fresh or
dried apples. One early writer
described country house-pie as
"made of apples neither peeled
or cored with a crust not broken
even if a wagon wheel goes over
it."
Noble Cox, right, was honored with a surprise party in
celebration of his 80th birthday following the meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Calloway County Farm Bureau
held December 4, at the Farm Bureau office. On the left is"
Michael Shelton, youngest member of the board of Direc-
tors of the Farm Bureau newly elected this year.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
If you have never stopped
to think what life would be
like without farm, garden,
and orchard chemicals and
insecticides to control the
hordes of pests that threaten
every peach, bean, or what-
ever, consider this:
First of all, fresh fruits and
vegetables as we know them
now would disappear from
the tables of all but those
most financially affluent.
Corn, soybean, and alfalfa
yields would probably drop
below the profit level, and
the production of milk and
meat might be down more
than 25 per cent. We would,
es:cordons, to USDA projec-
tions, lose more than half the
cotton crop.
It is regrettable, indeed,
that it has become necessary
to use chemicals to fight off
insect raids on our food
crops, but to produce sufti
cient foodstuff to feed the
expanding population, it
must be done Today's mono-
cultural methods of agricul-
ture make it easy for insects
to find their favorite menus
in great abundance, and
chemical use has become a
must and not just a matter. of
choice. Otherwise, we vvoutri
have to eat wormy apples, ao
without beans, and forego an
abundance of tomatoes,
collard greens, and a lot of
other fine and wholesome
products of the field arid
orchard.
According to C M. Chris-
tensen, Extension entomolo-
gist at the University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture,
the tasty and high quality
farm products that chemicals
help produce have become so
well established and common
on the shelves and bins of the
supermarket that consumers
will not buy pest-damagedfood.
Neither, he adds, will they
tolerate food that they think
the use of chemicals has made
unsafe. They demand assur-
ance and guarantees that their
food is free from any chemi-
vcal residue that might be
'harmful to the health.
Even with the effective
chemicals we have today,
farmers and gardeners still
suffer tremendous production







's(tuation exIsts in the live-
stock industry, also. Without
chemicals, we would be hard
put to maintain an acceptable
standard of living.
Insecticides are important
tools of modern farming and
gardening. In their apPlica-
tion, it should always be kept
in mind that they are poison-
ous and must be used and
handled with care and good
judgment In the use of these
chemicals, the advice of your
county Extension agent will
be invaluable. He can identify
the insect or disease affecting
your plants and help you
select the chemicals that are
most effective for the particu-
lar purpose intended. In any
case and for safety's sake,
before using any chemical,
read and follow the directions
on the label of the chemical
container and pay close atten-
tion to the recommendations
of your state and local agri-
cultural authorities.
USDA Proposes Additional
Test For Imported Horses
ATLANTA, Ga.—The U.S.
Department of Agriculture
USDA) has proposed requiring
use of the "Cogg,ins" test to
show that imported horses are
free of equine infectious anemia
EIA) before permitting them
to enter the United States.
Proposed amendments to the
federal code would also remove
the present requirement for a 7-
day, port-of-entry quarantine on
horses imported from Mexico.
Officials of USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS) said the
requirement for a negative
agar - gel - immunodiffusion
(AGID) or Coggins test and
port-of-entry requirements
were major provisions of
several proposed amendments
to the federal code. Public
comments may be submitted





Dr. M. J. Tillery,
southeastern director of ANUS
Veterinary Services, noted that
a practical test for the diagnosis
of EIA, or swamp fever, was
developed by Dr. Leroy Goggins
of Cornell University, and was
officially accepted by APHIS in
August 1973. Several states and
many race tracks and fairs now
require a negative Goggins test
on all horses coming under their
jurisdiction.
ne Federal EIA testing
requirement would insure that
imported horses and other
equines meet standards alreacl
required by many state and
private authorities.
Tillery said that proposed





and equine piroplasmosis and
specify quarantine
requirements • for'. fry/ported
horses.
EIA is a virus disease
horses, mules and asses that is
Apples Making News
ATLANTA, Ga. — Ever since
Aphrodite connived to claim the
Golden Apple and thus set off
the Trojan War, the apple has
been making history inia
variety of ways.
Today, apples are making
news because of the crop size.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) expects
the crop to total about 173





vice, this year's crop represents
an increase of 13 per cent above
last year's and 17 per cent over
the 1972-74 average.
All apple growing regions
from east to west are reporting
crops well above last year's
harvest. Eastern states report a
14 per cent increase; CenSral
states, 17 per cent; and Western
states 9 per cent.
The apple varieties which
account for the major part of
the commercial crop are Red
and Golden Delicious, McIn-
tosh, Winesap, Rome Beauty,
Jonathan, York Imperial,
Stayman, Yellow Newtowns,
Baldwins, Northern Spy and
Rhode Island Greening.
Each variety has its own
distinctive characteristics in
taste, color and firmness of
flesh. Most people prefer tart
apples for cooking with a firm,
white flesh for baking. For the
most part it's a matter of in-
dividual taste.
Apples accommodate readily
to any method of food
preparation and are versatile
enough for any part of a
menu.. in salads, as ap-
plesauce, fried apple rings,
cakes, dumplings, jellies, apple
butter, juice, cider and of
craws setingi-out-et.hand.
And don't forget the truly all
American favorite—apple pie!
For lunch, brunch or supper,
apple ring fritters served with
sausages and maple syrup will
break the routine of meals and
spice up appetites:
APPLE RING FRITTERS
4 to 6 tart apples
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
spread by contaminated
equipment and-or biting in-
sects. Symptoms are in-
termittent fever, progressive
weakness, loss of weight and
anemia. Infected horses often
die, but those that recover
become lifetime carriers of the -
disease. There is no vaccine, or
cure for EIA.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists et
the UK Celle. of Aviculture
Ham has often been con-
sidered a "luxury" breakfast
food, but it may be a money-
Saver at today's prices, UK
_Extension foods sPecialisti
note. Thin slices of ham
frizzled for breakfast are nort
less expensive than bacon.





1 tbsp melted butter or
margarine
cup milk
1 tbsp lemon juice
Peel and core apples; slice
crosswide about vi inch thick.
Mix and sift flour, baking
powder, sugar, salt and
allspice. Beat egg slightly; beat
in milk and melted butter. Add
to flour mixture, mixing until
smooth. Stir in lemon juice. Dip
apple slices in batter; fry in hot
vegetable oil about Vi inch deep
until golden brown, turning to
brown both sides. Drain on
absorbent paper. Serve with
sizzling hdt sausages and maple




A full 81 PTO hp 4 cyl. Perkins di-
rect injection diesel goes to work on
your toughest jobs when you choose
the new MF 285. Optional power ad
just tread or manually adjusted wheels.
Choose 3-point Category II linkage,
or convert to Category III linkage.
The MF 285 also features a heavy-
duty swinging drawbar as standard
equipment. This is the tractor you
need to handle 4-5 plow jobs and a











Approximately $700. Under Dealers Cost.
We now have plenty of
Grain Trucks
m stock to sell
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
Twigs Heavy Drty Heist
1S1/2 & 16' Steal Floors
Some with tip tops
Brand names- Midwest, Ram, Parkers
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WORKING THE BOARDS—Jesse MIAs has proved in his fear years of varsity bail that be can chest
with anybody. Here, be goes in and crushes the offense boards far s outback and two of his 19 points.
Watching are teammate Jeff Noshes ahem with Stanley itraton (24), Donny Brown (12) and Curt Gilstrop
(40).
(Stail Mates W Mika Bessim)
Arkansas Wasn't Only Winner
In Weekend College Football
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Arkansas wasn't the only big
winner in college football this
weekend.
While the Razorbacks were
earning a share of the South-
west Conference title and a
berth in the Cotton Bowl with
their stunning 31-6 upset of pre-
viously unbeaten Texas A&M,
Wittenberg and Texas Lutheran
won division championships
sislariassidisir Of other schools
were moving towards other col-
lege division titles.
Arkansas earned its first Cot-
ton Bowl berth in a decade with
a superb defensive effort and a
fine performance by quarter-
back Scott Bull, who ran for
one touchdown and passed for
another. But- it was Arkansas'
defense which stole the show.
"We out-Aggied the Aggie de-
fense, and they have a great
one," said Arkansas Coach
Frank Broyles. "Texas A&M's
a great team, but so was Ar-
kansas."
Arkansas will meet Georgia
in the Cotton Bowl on New
Year's Day, while Texas A&M
will play Southern Cal in the
Liberty Bowl Dec. 22.
Freshman David Merritt
broke loose on touchdown runs
of 81 and 57 yards and gained a
total of 186 yards on 72 carries
as Wittenberg blanked Ithaca
28-0 in the Amos Alonzo Stagg





Mike Washington scored on a
60-yard run and passed to
Brock Kalmbach for two more
touchdowns in leading his club
to its second consecutive NAIA
Division II championship with a
34-8 victory over California Lu-
theran.
Elsewhere, the NCAA Divi-
sion II and NAIA Division I
tournaments were pared to the
finalists.
- braise NCAA Division II sem-
ifinals, Western Kentucky beat
New Hampshire 14-3 in the
Grantland Rice Bowl as Rick
Caswell returned a punt 87
yards for a touchdown and
Western Kentucky's swarming
defense forced New Hampshire
into numerous turnovers. In the
Pioneer Bowl, .Northern Mich-
igan edged Livingston 28-26 as
quarterback Steve Martucci
passed for two touchdowns and
ran for a third.
Western Kentucky will meet
Northern Michigan for the
NCAA Division II title in the
Camelia Bowl on Saturday.
Salem College of West Vir-
ginia will face Texas Add for
the NAIA Division I title in Sat-
urday's Champion Bowl. Salem
advanced by beating Ouachita
Baptist 16-7 as Jack Delopaine
scored on a 96-yard kickoff re-
turn and a six-yard run from
scrimmage. Texas ASil earned
a shot at its fifth divisional title
by trouncing Oregon College of




























Ledger & Times Sports Editor
You're driving down the high-
way on old tires.
They are worn out yet you
make it halfway to the
destination and feel maybe you
can make it all the way. But the
tires are worn out because they
have put in much work, not
because they weren't of good
quality.
Just after the halfway point,
there's a little noise and sud-
denly, a blow-out. But really,
you have to be pleased because
you felt you really went farther
than you should have.
That's just the way you'd
have to feel about Murray
State's 78-59 loss in Freedom
Hall Saturday against the
University of Louisville, the
sixth-rated team in the nation.
For one half, Murray
outhustled and outplayed the
national powerhouse Cardinals.
Then a little offensive noise
suddently turned into an ex-
plosion and Louisville pulled
away.
At one point in the first half,
Murray led by seven -points at
27-20 and had the chance to
make it nine. But a turnover
gave the ball back to Louisville
and tha Cardinals whittled the
Racer lead to five.
The fresman guard Paul
Smith of the Racers took control
of the four-corner offense.
Twice, Smith was whistled for
not advancing the ball to the
basket and twice the Racers lost
the ball. By halftime, the lead
had dwindled to 31-23.
"We use our four-corner
offense for two purposes. One is
to stall the ball and the other is
to attack," said Racer Coach
Ritchie and Larry Collins Fred Overton.
scored two touchdowns apiece.
In other games Saturday,
Tennessee beat Hawaii 23-6 and
Cal Poly-Pomona defeated Cal-
Northridge 23-22. A
Pitcher Of Year
KANSAS CITY (AP) —
Right-hander Dennis Leonard,
who won 12 of his last 15 deci-
sions, is the pitcher of the year
for the Kansas City Royals.
Leonard, a rookie, finished
with a 15-7 record, and his .682
percentage was second in the
American League.
Leonard will receive the Roy-
als Pitcher of the Year Award
at the fifth annual Kansas City
baseball dinner Jan. 25.
TENNIS .
STOCKHOLM — Ilie Nastase
defeated Bjorn Borg 6-2, 6-2, 6-1
to win the Masters Tennis title
for the fourth time in the last
five years.
LAS VEGAS — Jimmy Con-
nors and Chris Evert defeated
Marty Riessen and Billie Jean
King 4-6, 6-3, 6-4, 7-5 in a $150,-
000 tennis challenge match.
"But the official stepped in a
couple of times and decided we
weren't going to attack. A year
ago, Smith was on a farm
feeding hogs. He'd always
heard of Freedom Hall and
Wesley Cox and UL and yet he
comes out here and plays far
above what you should expect
him too," Overton praised the
flashy little guard.
-We had a superj i;
But we didn't get
until Saturday and that was
only for about an hour. We were
supposed to work out Friday
and there was a mixup in
scheduling," Overton added.
There were several reasons
Louisville came out so fired up
and aggressive in the second
half. When you step on a snake
and it doesn't bite, you're lucky.
Murray stepped on the snake
more than once and in the
second half, received the fatal
strike. The other obvious reason
was that Murray did not have
the depth.
"They were running people in
and out so fast we were having
trouble figuring out who to
guard," Overton said.
Murray lost much of its snap.
SOMETIMES IT Doo—Sioneetieses height advantage moans a lot
and in this case, it &Isn't as 6-1 Stanley Banton (24) of Louisville
shoots over JesseWilliams of Men-ay. Banton missed the shot
Waiting on the rebound is 6-11 Ricky Gallon of the Cardinals
(SHIM Photos lpf Milo Ii“..wion
In the first half, Jeff Hughes
was all over the floor, coming
up with loose balls and playing
outstanding defense, as did the
entire Racer lineup.
In the second half, Hughes
was all over the floor. But he
didn't come up with the ball.
The simple fact is Murray was
physically and mentally
exhausted by halftime. And
with such a young club, there's
no reason they should have been
otherwise after playing such an
inspiring first half.
Louisville got its first lead in
the second half at 32-31 with
18:24 left in the contest. With
13:39 left, the Cardinals had
stretched the margin to six.
Then over the next two
minutes, Louisville ran for eight
consecutive points, the sur-
prisingly large crowd of over
13,000 sprung to its feet and the
small and young Murray team
was blitzed.
The largest Louisville lead
was 23. And they tried to make
it even more but couldn't.
Despite being that far down, the
Racers still stuck with their
offensive plan and didn't rush
up silly shots, which had they
been missed, would have
probably allowed the Cardinals
to make the margin so great it
would have been embarrassing.
The vehicle was in fine shape.
The tires just couldn't stand any
more. And what the Racer
vehicle needs is one of those
steel-radial centers for a tire.
That simply means Murray
needs a near 7-0 monster who
can hold his own under the
basket against someone like
Louisville's 6-11 center Ricky
Gallon who finished with 18
points, second only to teammate
Rick Wilson, a 6-4 guard who
had 22.
•'We proved one thing," Smith
said after the game.
Western, Northern Michigan
To Meet For National Crown
By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer ...
BATON ROUGE, La. ( AP)—
A hall-hawking defense and the
speed of kick return specialist
Rick Caswell gives Western
Kentucky a chance to wave its
red towels in Sacramento, Cal.,
again.
Western Kentucky defeated
New Hampshire 14-3 in the
Grantland Rice Bowl Saturday
to earn a berth in Sacramento's
Camelia Bowl—the National
Collegiate Athletic Association's
Division II championship foot-
ball game.
"We're enthused about re-
turning to Sacramento," said
Coach Jim Feix after his
team's victory Saturday. "It's
like a dream come true."
New Hampshire turned to
ball over to Western Kentucky
six times on five fumbles and
an interception.
"I can't think of a time when
our opposition has helped us so
much with fumbles," Feix said.
-Of course, our kids caused a
few of those."
All-American linebacker Rick
Green got one of the fumbles
and caused two more with jar-
ring tackles.
"Green is a true all-Ameri-
can, and Caswell was tre-
mendous," Feix said.
Caswell raced 87 yards for a
touchdown with second quarter
punt return. Quarterback Steve
Larirriore scored the other
Western Kentucky touchdown
on a one-yard plunge in the
first period.
Dave Teggart got New
Hampshire's points on a 27-
yard second-quarter field goal.
New Hampshire, a Cinderella
team making its first bowl ap-
pearance since 1947, was limit-
ed to 138 yards offense by the
turnovers and a swarming,
gang-tackling Western Ken-
tucky defense.
"Our pass rush was very
good," Feix said. "Of course,
our secondary helped with the




Bowl victors, in the Camelia
Bowl Saturday.
The Kentucky fans will be
bringing their traditional red
towels to the game with them.
The red towel tradition began
in the first quarter of this cen-
tury with former Coach Ed
Diddle, who twisted, waved and
sometimes chewed one while
piling up 759 basketball vic-
tories.
It won't be the first time Sac-
ramento has seen the red sym-
bols. Western Kentucky made it
to the championship game two
years ago before getting blown
out 34-0 by Louisiana Tech.
Golden Gus Gives Golden State
Golden Game Against 'Sonics
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
• -Gas Williams hasn't taken
long to make his mark on pro
basketball.
The slender, cat-quick rookie
from Southern Cal, passed over
on the first round of the Nation-
al Basketball Association draft
before being grabbed by Golden
State on the second go-round,
has given the Warriors a big
boost off the bench with his
speed, hustle and scoring
punch.
Williams came up with one of
his best efforts in Sunday's na-
tionally televised game against
the Seatle SuperSonics, pouring
in 27 points in the Warriors'
come-from-behind 115-106 victo-
ry, their second win in less
than 24 hours over the Sonics.
In NBA games Sunday night,
the Phoenix Suns whipped the
Chicago Bulls 114-97 and the
Los Angeles Lakers trimmed
the Washington Bullets 114-106.
In American Basketball Asso-
ciation games, the Denver Nug-
gets beat the New York Nets
123-119 and the Kentucky Colo-
nels defeated the Virginia
Squires 112-98.
Williams scored 18 of his
points in the second half, in-
cluding 10 in a seven-minute
span in which the Warriors
turned an eight-point deficit
into an eight-point lead. Rick
Barry topped the Warriors with
28 points, while Fred Brown
and Slick Watts had 22 each for
Seattle.
Williams has meshed per-
fectly with the Warriors' scrap-
py style as the first man off the
bench and often gets more
playing time than Charlie John-
son, a starter. Clearly, Wil-
liams is an unusual rookie.
"He's better as a pro than he
was in college," observed Men-
dy Rudolph, the veteran NBA
official who is now working for
CBS as analyst on its Game of
the Week telecasts. "He's the
best rookie I've seen so far."
Williams — who is averaging
about 10 points per game and
has been particularly impres-
sive on defense — says he's
"just trying to play my game
and contribute to the team. One
of my wildest dreams was just
trying to make the pros, and
here I am with a championship
club."
Suns 114, Bulls 97
Dick Van Arsdale scored 23
points and rookie Alvan Adams
added 20 as Phoenix jumped
out to a 13-point first period
lead and was never challenged.
Lakers 114, Bullets 106
The Lakers hit on .51 of 82
field goal attempts — 62 per
cent — in their best shooting
Racer Women 3-2 For
Season After Weekend
The Murray State women's
basketball team upped their
season record Saturday night to
3-2 with an impressive 61-52 win
over UT-Martin.
It was a nip and tuck ball
game the first half with the lead
changing constantly. A last
second shot by pivot Cindy
Liemback enabled the Lady
Racers to take a 28-27 halftime
lead.
The first part of the second
half was more of the same. With
4:08 left on the clock, forward
Sindy Mecovik hit a short 
jumper. Guard Denise Griffith
stole a pass and went in for the
lay-up to pull Murray ahead 52-
46. It was all Murray for the
remainder of the game.
Macovik led all scorers with
21 points. Playing her best all-
round game this season, Sindy
pulled down 14 rebounds.
Liemback and Griffith eacii
had sa points to round. .out.. •
Murray's double figure
scoreres. Becky Hime led the
UT-Martin scorers with 16
points.
The Lady Racers will be in
action again Saturday night
when they host Lambath




Martin (52)—Hime 16, Volner
12, Gillingham 12, Brasher 4,
Doks 2, Gillum 2, Donovan 4.
Murray (61)—Macovik 21,
Dillingham 8, Liembach 10,
Griffith 10, Jones 8, Parrish 4,
and Stokely.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1116 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the neivspoper. C.4ens mist
be placed before 6 p.m.
night of the season. Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar scored 27 points,
including a pair of hook shots
after Washington had rallied to
tie the score at 100-100.
Nuggets Ln, Nets 119
Denver built a 29-point lead
midway through the third peri-
od, then saw the Nets close to
within one in the final minute
before turning them aside. Dan
Issel scored 33 points and Da-
vid Thompson 30 for Denver.
Colonels 112, Squires 98
Kentucky's two 7-footers,
Artis Gilmore and Caldwell
Jones, helped the Colonels build
a 27-point lead and they coasted
home. Gilmore led all scorers
with 32 points, Louie Dampier
added 17 and Jones 15.
GOLF .
BANGKOK — Johnny Miller
fired a four-under-par 68 to win
the individual championship
and led the United State to a
10-stroke victory in the World
Cup Golf Tournament.
CINCINNATI — Jack Nick-
laus and Sandra Palmer were
awarded golf's Player of the
Year awards by the Golf
Writers Association of America.
"We can play with anybody.
And if we just had one good, big
man, we could beat anybody,"
said the confident little fresh-
man guard of the Racers.
"If we would have played
them in Murray, we would have
blown them out in the first
half,- said senior Jesse
Williams who fired in 19 points
for the Racers.
Williams and guard Grover
Woolard, who was exceptionally
impressive, proved another
thing. Murray has some players
who could play against or for
any team in the nation.
"We used five freshmen plus
a crippled guard (6-3 Tommy _
Wade who has missed two
games because of an ankle
sprain) and yet we played right
with them," Overton said.
"I thought Earner Mays did a
super job when he was in there.
He's quickly turning into a
player with the style of Larry
Moffett." Moffett of course was
the outstariciing center of the
Racers last season who had to
leave the school this year
because of personal problems.
"We can be a fine club, if we
want to be," Overton said.
"If we play defense with the
aggressiveness we played
against Louisville, we're going
to give a lot of people some
trouble."
The next chance for the 2-2
Racers to give some trouble will
come tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, where
Overton will send his inspired
young team up against a big and
veteran Oral Roberts.
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He was just a kid, they said.
In his first two years as a re-
serve quarterback, a third-stri-
nger, he hadn't thrown the ball
even once. In this, his third
year, he'd thrown it only five
times - and that in a game
that was already decided.
How in the world, they won-
dered, would this lanky; raw
kid take over as a starter and
direct a team fighting for its
life in the National Football
League?
He did it just fine, thank you.
''It's not my nature to be flex:-
yoush.' -1Daw-agesak said after,
passing for two touchdowns and.
running for one to lead the
Miami Dolphins to a 31-21 victo-
ry over the Buffalo Bills. "I
wasn't scared. I slept like a log
last night, but I probably won't
sleep tonight."
In Sunday's other games it
was Baltimore 21, the New
York Giants 0; St. Louis 31,
Dallas 17; Washington 30, At-
lanta 27; Pittsburgh 31, Cleve-
land 17; Cincinnati 31, Phila-
delphia 0; San Diego 28, Kan-
sas City 20; Minnesota 24,
Green Bay 3; Los Angeles 14,
New Orleans 7; Houston 27, San
Francisco 13; the New York
Jets 30, New England 28, and
Chicago -25, Detroit 21. Tonight
it's Denver at Oakland. •
Strock, a 6-foot-5, 200-pounder
who had warmed Miami's
bench since coming out of Vir-
ginia Tech as the nation's colle-
giate passing champion in 1972,
went from No. 3 to No. 1 in a
hurry when Bob Griese and
Earl Morrell were hobbled by
injuries in successive weeks. If
Coach Don Shula had any res-
ervations about how his kid
quarterback would do, he didn't
give any evidence of it.
"He was on his own, play-
calling," Shula said. "All he
needed was an opportunity and
he showed that in a big way."
He showed his stuff in a big
hurry, too. He hit 10 straight
passes and staked the Dolphins
to a 21-0 halftime lead on his
TD run of five yards and scor-
ing strikes of eight yards and
one yard to Howard-Twilley.
The Bills charged back in the
second half. CKI: Simpson
scored twice on a" 14-yard run
and a 62-yard pass from Joe
Ferguson, who also hit J. D. Hill
with a 31-yard Tr) pass.
But the rally was offset by
/form Bulaich's one-yard touch-
down run. And for Buffalo, it
was too little, too late. With the
loss, the Bills fell out of the
playoff chase. And with the vic-
tory, Miami remained a game
ahead of Baltimore in the
American Conference East and
set up a first-place showdown
in the Colts' corral next Sun-
day.
Colts 21, Giants 0
"The record means a lot - if
we get into the playoffs," Ly-
dell Mitchell said after rushing
for 119 yards to give himself 1,-
008 for the season and become
the first Baltimore running
back ever to hit four figures.
"But individual efforts don't
mean that much if we don't
make it all the way."
Mitchell scored the only TD
the Colts needed to make the
Giants their seventh straight
victim with a nine-yard run.
The Baltimore defense did its
part by sacking Craig Morton
eight times.
Cardinals 31, Cowboys 17
Jim Hart made up for the
four interceptions he threw
against Buffalo on Thanksgiv-
ing Day by throwing three
Wildcats Tangle With
North Carolina Tonight
By The Associated Press
Kentucky, facing its tradition-
al killer schedule in December,
tangles with fourth-ranked
North Carolina tonight, trigger-
ing .a week of rather sparse
Southeastern Conference bas-
ketball activity before the holi-
day tournament surge.
The Wildcats, ranked seventh
nationally but certain to plunge
after last week's opening loss
to Northwestern, catch the Tar
Heels on a neutral floor at
Charlotte.
Three other SEC teams are
in action with No. 14 Alabama
entertaining Middle Tennessee,
Fairlergh Dickinson visiting
Georgia and Texas Tech vis-
iting Mississippi.
In Saturday's action, Ala-
bama trimmed Providence 71-
67, No. 8 Tennessee nudged
Michigan 82-81, Mississippi
State crushed Southwestern
Louisiana 96-75, Louisiana State
dumped Nevada-Reno 94-74 and
Vanderbilt beat Holy Cross 1138-
-91 In the .consolation game of
the Vandy Tournament.
Two other SEC teams lost for
the first time this year --North
Carolina-Charlotte downing
/
Florida 73-64 and Texas nipping
Ole Miss 67-65. Georgia won an
exhibition game from Athletes
in Action 101-88.
Leon Douglas tallied 19 points
and grabbed 16 rebounds in
Alabama's triumph over the
15th-ranked Friars, while Ber-
nard King had 27 in Ten-
nessee's victory over No. 16
Michigan. Ernie Grunfeld and
Mike Jackson each added 22 for
the Vols, and it was Jackson's
free throw with 12 seconds re-
maining that provided the win-
ning margin.
Gary Hooker tallied 25 to
lead Mississippi State, Kenny
Higgs had 25 and Bob Miller 20
for ISU, which overcame an
early 18-4 deficit. Jacky Dorsey
had 23 in Georgia's victory and
Butch Feher tossed in 35 as
Vandy shot 67 per cent from
the field against Holy Cross.
Southern California won the
Vandy tournament 81-80 over
Kansas State on Casey Jones'
jumper at the final horn.
Ole Miss, which blew a 14-
point lead, got 22 points from
Walter Actwood, and Malcolm
Cesare led Florida with 16.
Cards Win
touchdowns in St. Louis' victory
over Dallas that restored the
Cardinals' sole possession of
first place in the National Con-
ference East.
The Cowboys fell into a set-
ond-place tie with Washington,
their foe next Saturday.
Redskins 30, Falcons 2'7
Once again, Washington
seemed headed for overtime
when Atlanta's Nick Mike-May-
er kicked a 44-yard field goal
with 61 seconds to play, tying
things at 27-27.
But Billy Kilmer, who had
thrown three touchdown passes
earlier, marched Washing-
ton across the field and Mark
Moseky booted a' 39-Yard field
goal with Dye 'second to play.
lifting the Redskins to victory.
Steelers 31, Browns 17
• Pittsburgh, stung by two
Cleveland touchdowns within 14
seconds in the first half, rallied
behind two Terry Bradshaw
touchdown passes to Lynn
Swann and two Franco Harris
scoring runs. They rolled to
their 10th straight victory and
stayed a game ahead of Cincin-
nati in the AFC's Central Divi-
sion.
Bengals 3, Eagles 0
Ken Anderson returned from
a week on the bench with an
injury and completed 20 of 25
passes for 223, yards, including
a 10-yard TD. pass to Ed Wil-
liams, .in -Cincinnati's rout of
the Eagles. Williams also
scored on a one-yard dive.
Chargers 28, Chiefs 20
"I knew things were chang-
ing," San Diego Coach Tommy
Prothro said, "when I beat a
slot machine for the first time
when our plane stopped in Las
Vegas on the way to Kansas
City." Prothro was right. The
Chargers won their first game
of the year behind rookie Rick-
ey Young's 124 yards and two
touchdowns rushing.
Vikings 24, Packers 3
Minnesota's Fran Tarkenton
threw two touchdown passes to
John Gilliam and another to
Chuck Poreman to beat the
Packers and move within -one
TD pass of Johnny Unitas' NFL
career record of 290.
Rams 14, Saints 7
Defensive end Jack Young-
blood tackled New Orleans
quarterback Archie Manning in
the end zone for a safety and
linebacker Jim Peterson ran 67.
yards for a touchdown with
fumble recovery to lead Los
Angeles to victory.
Oilers 2'7, 49ers 13
Houston's defense limited San
Francisco to just five net yards
rushing and Billy Johnson re-
turned a punt 76 yards late in
the game to seal the Oilers'
victory over the 49ers.
Jets 30, Patriots 28
Joe Namath picked apart
New England's defense, hitting
on 14 of 18 passes for 160 yards,
and John Ftiggins ran for 154
yards and two touchdowns as
the Jets snapped an eight-game
losing streak.
Bears 25, Lions 21
Roland Harper bolted 27
yards for a touchdown with
4:72 left to lift the Bears past
Detroit. Harper's run came
after the Lions had scored
twice in a 69-second span on
touchdown passes of 15 and 59




By The Associated Press
EAST
Alabama 71, Providence 67
CCNY 71, Pace 68
Rutgerr 119, Seton Hall 93
Purdue 90. W. Va. 79
lona 75, Columbia 73, OT
Penn 93, Navy 71
La Salle 72, Hofstra 64
LIU 79, Siena 76
Army 69, Pitt-Johnstown 67
Mass. 74, Fairield 73
Vermont 108, Maine 84
Boston Col. 72, Harvard 71
Conn. 71, Yale 59
Delaware 61, Drexel 60
Brandeis 103, Norwich 56
Potsdam St. 101, New Hamp
Shire 82
Babson 97, Bowdoin 76
Lehigh 71, King's Point 53
Canisius 64, Niagara 60
Cornell, N.Y., 90, Rochester
88
St Peters, N.J., 73, Manhat
.an 65
TuftS 77, Williams 65
Princeton 81, Lafayette 65
ST. Bonaventure 63, George
'own, D.0 C. 59, OT
SOUTH
N. Carolina 88, Virginia Tech
75
N C St. 111, UNC-Asheville 60
Tennessee 82, Michigan 81
S Carolina 80, Oklahoma 59
Duke 81, Virginia 79
Louisville 78, Murray 59
Louisiana St. 91, Nevada
Reno 74
Centenary 87, McNeese St. 70
Clemson 93, Baptist Col. 19
Florida S.. 65, E. Kentucky 59
Wake Forest 78, Geo. Wash
ington 77
N. Carolina A&T 93, Md. East
Shore 66
Georgia 101, AthleteS in-Ac
• ion 88
Maryland 98, Richmond 71
William. & Mary .79, Tat Ci.la
del 61
VMI 73, E. Carolina 56
Miss. St 96, SW Louisiana 75
Morehouse 73, Fisk 72
Virginia S7. 103, St. Paul's 77
1
MIDWEST
Marquette 56, N. Michigan 15
Notre Dame 88, Texas Tech
63
Northwestern 86, Ohio U. 62
Illinois 67, New Mexico 66
OT
Wisconsin 88, Chicago Loyola
73
Cincinnati 96, S. Florida 75
Washington 75, Nebraska 63
Minnesota 74, N Dakota 60
C. Michigan 82, Detroit 77
OT
Dayton 95, Biscayne -68
E. Michigan 85, Michigan S.
79
Ball St 85, Morehead St 82
Kansas 70. St Louis 61
Drake 98, Iowa St. 83
DePauw 98, MacMurray 68
Butler 67. Indiana St. 64
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 67, Tulane 55
Texas A&M 127, Houston
Baptist 80
Texas A&I 85, Southwestern,
Tex.,
oiT74exas 71, Oklahoma hap
.1st 913
Tarleton 5* 86, Trinity, Tex.,
65
Texas Christian 96, Lamar 79
Houston 71, Cal Poly Pomana
63
S Methodist 88, E. Texas 77
Texas 67, Mississippi 65
Texas Wesleyan 81, Lubbock
Christian 73
Okla S. 71, Oral Roberts 62
FAR WEST
UCLA 81, S Illinois 60
Washington St. 82, Jackson
vale 77
Arizona 98, N. Arizona 81
Colorado 52, Air Force 49
California 72, UC Davis 62
San Jose St. 72, Montana .St
71
Seat b PacifiC 91, San Fran-
cisco S' 68
'VC Santa Barbera 85, *deb°
S. 81
Long Beach St 77, Los Ange
les St 71
A.hletes in Action 78, Lôyola
Marymount 76




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There's always been an
argument as to which sex has
the most endurance: male or
female
No one at Murray High
squabbles anymore over which
is the weaker sex. The Murray
women's basketball team has
struck a blow across the face of
male chauvinism by taking the
championship of the St. Mary
Invitational Saturday.
At Murray High, there's no
queatlon about It; the women
are the strongest sex.
To win the championship, the
Tigers had to play a pair of
games Saturday. In the af-
ternoon contest, Murray had to
go into an overtime before
nipping St. Mary 54-52.
And in the championship
game, the Tigers, tired as they
were, somehow erupted in the
last quarter to blow out Lone
Oak 49-34 to bring home the
winners' trophy.
Here are some amazing facts
that would help support the
argument as to why women are
stronger:
-The Tiger girls opened their
season Thursday night with a
road game and defeated Fulton
City.
-Friday night, the Tiger girls
defeated Ballard Memorial in
the first game of the St. Mary
Tournament.
-At 12:30 p.m. Saturday, the
Tiger girls were back on the
floor, playing host St. Mary
which had two advantages:
number one they were on their
own court and number two, they
reached the semifinals by
drawing a bye.
"Our defense was what won
the tournament for us," Coach
Jane Fitch said.
"Both St. Mary and Lone Oak
came out and pressed us and yet
we were able to handle them. I
can't say enough about the
guard play we got from Marlene
Farrell and Cindy Jetton.
"Our kids have played so
much basketball in the past few
days, they ails have blisters,"
Coach Fitch added.
While the Tigers Were getting
busters, the opposing teams
were getting headaches from
Murray forward Tammy
Boone.
Boone had 24 points in the
overtime victory against S.
Mary then in the championship
game, the junior standout fired
in 20 points. She was the most
impressive player in the
tourney.
"We just got the ball into
Tammy and she began going to
the basket and nobody could
stop her. She worked the boards
beautifully. Both centers
(Denise Bumphis and Donna
Miller) were outstanding on
rebounding as was Mary Ann
Littleton," Coach Fitch praised.
Besides playing the defense
inside the basket, the Tigers did
a super job of playing defense
away from the basket.
"Everybody tried to fast-
break on us but our guards got
back and covered extremely
well. We just kept putting a lot
of pressure on the ball. We were
tired but we just tried to forget
about the games we had played
and take everything one game
at a time."
The only time anybody really
got worried in the Tiger rooting
section came in the final
seconds of regulation play in the
game against St. Mary.
The Tigers had a 45-39 lead
with 42 seconds left but the
Vikings staged a brilliant rally
and tied the game up to force an
overtime. Senior Kathy Hughes
hit two free throws after time
had expired in the game to force
the extra period.
Boone took over in the
overtime. She hit a layup to put
the Tigers on top 47-46. Then
over the next minute, she hit
five consecutive free throws to
push the Tigers to 51-46.
St. Mary closed to within two
points with 10 seconds left but
Donna Miller hit a jump shot
from in close to boost the lead to
four and seal the berth in the
championship game.
Boone had 22 points in the
contest while Miller added nine.
In the title contest, the Tigers
Tiger Basketball
Tickets On Sale
Tickets for the Murray High-
Christian County game which
will be played Friday in
Freedom Hall are on sale at
Murray High.
The Tigers will be playing at
5:15 p. m. Murray time while at
8 p. m. local time, the Kentucky
Colonels host the San Antonio
Spurs. Tickets are good for both
games.
The adult ticket is 34.50 while
student tickets are three
dollars. The last day for buying
tickets is Thursday
Football Scores
By The Associated Press
NCAA Division III Cham-
pionship
Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl
Wittenberg 28, Ithaca 0
NCAA' Division 11 Semifinals
Grantland Rice Bowl
W. Kentucky 14, New Hamp-
shire 3
Pioneer Bowl
N. Michigan 28, Livingston 26
NAIA Division I Semifinals
Salem Col. 16, Ouachita Bap-
tist 7
NA1A Division H Championship
Tex. Lutheran 34, Cal. Lu-
theran 8
Orange Blossom Classic
Florida A&M 40, Kentucky St.
13
Other Games
Arkansas 31, Texas A&M 6
Cal Poly-Pomona 28, Cal-
Northridge 22
Tennessee 27, Hawaii 6
were in command from the
second quarter until early in the
final period when Lone Oak
closed thegap to three points at
35-32.
Then the pressure defense of
the Tigers went to work as
Murray completely shut off
Lone Oak and in the process, the
Tigers rattled off 14 consecutive
points to blow out the Purple
Flash.
Boone finished with 20 points
against Lone Oak while Miller
added 11 and Littleton eight.
In the consolation game, St.
Mary edged Paducah Tilghman
68-62.
Murray, now 4-0 on the



















Totals 20 14 24 54
St. ?Airy 6 12 10 17 7-52
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in this area. Please
Compare & See













Rackets by Head, Wilson, Dunlop,
Davis, Spalding





By Ram, McGregor, Wilson
Complete Accessories in









Table Tennis Equipment including Tables & Accessories
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut 7534844
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plus 24i developing 
ALL FILM & FLASH
CUBES AT LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES!
Devils Potion Book 1








































ITEM NO. 4962 8-Piece Basic Set (includes 1 1/2 and 2 quart
covered sauce pans 7 and 10 inch open fry pans, 4 Y2 quart dutch
oven-interchongable covers fit fry pans)
4 oz Ice Blue Atter Shave or
3 oz Lectric Shave Regular in





Tune In On What's Happen-
ing on FM, AM, PS, Aircraft
3-5960 [pair)
RECON•1
No License Needed to





Roman Brio Gift Set









































































1 After Shave- 1 Shaving Lather
$5.00 Value
Save $1.94
Hai Karate Gift Set





N•e Cdoktot Wire Car S Si. rid dodo*
Ph• Os papa. Illd MY Nap lad ••• Win • Ind Neale gal /we Ibe Mow So
Isis am ed• pee OA. 1.• 5s••=11. 411., .1.41•••• •••
lad r••••••11.• ••• mi pop hi • sow sm. ..• sidapi• It' s





ex/ro sir enuin lotion for-
your foce oncl body with a
fragrance 'hot lasts all day
$2.75 Value •
Save 99'
From General F.leciric. . an 
FM/ OA portsibi,
radio with tuned SF on AM and FM 
for unproved
sensitivity and selectivity. plus Instant 
weather,
switchable AFC. tone sw1tch and two-way 
power
for fun. convenience and use 
fulness


































































































































Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Lane. 753-NEED










, News, Society and





n and the Business
Office may be










regular display, must be




ust be submitted by 4




Whoa pm MIMI simpaes, mina-
mem sr service call OS. MGM*
Is whet we knew best. We have
steam cleaners sad ether
deem* emipmegn for reel, er
if yes prefer we will dean year
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THERE IS THE SOULLESS )
MECHANICAL MONSTER THAT












LOST ONE MINIATL RE
Dachshund. Female,
reddish brown. Answers









sday every week at my
home on 641 South, 3 miles

















Earn cash or gin.- Call




houses, dog houses and
bird houses Hick's
Cemetery Road Call 753-
0964
III=1111111





14 Want To Buy
A k2 HORSE OR or 34
electric drill. Call 753-5595
or 753-5000.
OVER AND UNDER
shotgun or will trade
Remington 1100 for one.
Call 753-8772 after 5:30
call 489-2554.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs Ii" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also 'An buy standing




10 speed, 24'.. (all 753-
8855.
15 Articles For Sale
SEARS SOLID state 125
watt amplifier. Four
imputs, reverb tremolo,
two 12" speakers, foot
switch, also electric
guitar. $150.00, buys them
both. A real bargain, ideal
for Christmas gift! Phone
753-6753.
GO CARTS, -3---Riode1s,
prices are 241.95. 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, bla% and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris. Tenn.
FIREWOOD - $10.00 rick.
Highway 280 ap-
proximately 31z miles to
441.mon-444.
. •
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 7A,,
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs
Call 436-2315
CLEANINGEST CARPET
cleaner you ever used. So
easy too. Get Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
SHERWOOD S-7200 stereo
receiver in perfect con-
dition. Still under
warranty. Selling cheap.








small bird cage, small







washer, been used only a
year. Call 753-6086.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service.
ELECTROLUX SALES




TWO LT" plows, IS ft disc. 2
row cultivator, one row
cultivator, one drill, one




14' header and pickup
reel. All this equipment
has 3 point hitch for Ford
tractor. Contact 474-2378.
22 41,1




A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM












100 South, i 311, Street
Flies. Roadwa,
























Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70z 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -,10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power






for sale Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
OIL DRUM with stand and
copper tubing. Also 1961
Oldsmobile, runs good.
Call 489-2156.
1971 14 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
1970 MODEL JEEP truck.
Camper, wheels and tires.
Four wheel drive. Also
firewood for sale. Call 753-
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, /Ulster Fence






Mein St 753 3412
27. Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.
MUST SELL, MOVING.
1972 Atlantic 2 bedroom,





home, 12 x 60, like new.
Upright freezer. $5,000.
Call 753-2700.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
40. Excellent condition.
Call 753-2670 after 4:00 p.
m.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816
1. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer.




water, lawn mowing and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. $50.00 deposit,




29 Mobile Home Rentals
NICE THREE BEDROOM
trailer in the country.
Unfurnished, years lease.
$95.00 monthly. Call 496-
8753 after 2 p. m.







clean, small, quiet, house
to rent in Murray area.
References. Call 753-8808.




way 121. Call 753-3139






ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer dryer hookup,
central hea; and air,
patio. $150.00 month. Call
753-7550,
MURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 753-
8668.
32 Apartments For Rent
NEATLY FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-








commodate 2, 3, 4





Call 753-5865 days or
753-5103 after 6:00
and on Sunday.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in a
country home. Call 436-
2510.














East edge of City Limits South of 79 Hwy. Follow
Signs.
SATURDAY-, Drip. 13th, 1975
12-00 NOON
Aectignow Cal. Bryan 1. "Se" Snaky
$25.00 Ammoniac* Prim
/V WAAL/5, Some with canes is side
Lamb will be welleile is the Sole Prelim
Sae wousgail bm INS MIS layta. I. S. -mr mask N. I. Inalma Tow AM
Pt 11111.11141165
• Perkins Pancake House
Will Be Open Until 1 e. m.
On New Year's (vs
lig Steak Irwin New Teen fee
Something Free New Veers Dip
SPECIAL BUYS
SAVE $2
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0% off
With This Clipped Ad
Good until Dec. n, 1975
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Sporting Goods
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ALL FILM 81 FLASH
CUBES AT LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES!
Devils Potion Book 1
























































4 oz. Ice Blue After Shoe or
3 oz. Lectric Shave Regular in a







ITEM NO 4962 8-Piece Basic Set ( includes
 1 1/2 and 2 quart
covered sauce pans, 7 and 10 inch open
 fry pans, 41/2 quart dutch
oven-interchan gable covers fit fry pans)
7-2950
(P4950)
Tune In On What's Happen-






No License Needed to













Roman Brio Gift Set





















































































Hai Karate Gift Set
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radio with tuned 
RF on AM and F
M for improved 













































































































































Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED


























All ads,c . ied 
displays 
i
regular diaPlay, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the - day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
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LET me SET A
LITTLE FaTHER 001Q14
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15 Articles for Sale
SEARS SOLID state 125
watt amplifier. Four
imputs, reverb tremolo,
two 12" speakers, foot
switch, also electric
guitar. $150.00, buys them
both. A real bargain, ideal














sday every week at my
home on 641 South, 3 miles





cleaner you ever used. So
easy too. Get Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Be! Air Shopping
Center.
SHERWOOD 5-7200 stereo
receiver in perfect con-
dition. Still under
warranty. Selling cheap.

















Earn cash or •gtft.• Call





houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
0984.
=MR





14 Want To Buy
A Ls HORSE OR 4s Or 3/4
electric drill. Call 753-5595
or 753-5000.
OVER AND UNDER
shotgun or will trade
Remington 1100 for One.
Call 753-8772 after 5:30
call 489-2554
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also w111 buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8410.
15 01-.( 1 e, For Sail-
BICYCLE Western Flyer.
10 speed, 24" Call 753-
8855
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
FIREWOOD - $10.00 rick.
Highway 280 ap..
- .proximately 31 2 miles to
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will









small bird cage, small







• washer, been used only a
year. Call 753-6086.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service.
ELECTROLUX SALES




TWO It" 'Mows, 6 ft. disc, 2
row cultivator, one row
cultivator, one drill, one
rotary hoe, one spray rig,
one culti-mulcher and one
disc plow. 410 Massey
Ferguson combine with
14' header and pickup
reel All this equipment
has 3 point hitch for Ford
tractor. Contact 474-2378.
12 Musical




A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM











00 Sawa 13th Street
Flies, Ranches,




'V [t.1 .32 Apartments For Rent
NICE THREE BEDROOM NEATLY FURNISHED
trailer in the country. apartment. May be seen
Unfurnished, years Wage. 
at Kelly's Pest Control,
995.00 monthly. Call 496. 
100 South 13th.
8753 after 2 p. m.







clean, small, quiet, house
to rent in Murray area.
References. Call 753-8808.




way 121. Call 753-3139





ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer dryer hookup,
central heat and air,
patio. $150.00 month. Call
753-7550.
MURRAY MANOR
 Apartments, one or two
TWO STORY oak log barn, bedroom, unfurnished,
Excellent condition. Call except stove and
753-0870. refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 753-
8668.




















Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733
OIL DRUM with stand and












commodate 2, 3, 4





Call 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 6:00
and on Sunday.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in a
country home. Call 438-
2510.





home. Family only. Lease
and security deposit
required. Call 489-2733.
1971 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor. ,
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale/
chair, lion head, baCk
claw feet. Call 758-4716.
1970 MODEL JECP truck.
Camper, wheels and tires.
Four wheel drive. Also
firewood for sale. Call 753-
5ow,"
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m, for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492  
or 642-8947.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street
Call 753-3855.
MS DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power














1972 Atlantic 2 bedroom,





home, 12 x 60, like new.
Upright freezer. $5,000.
Call 753-2700.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
40. Excellent condition.
Call 753-2670 after 4:00 p.
m.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816
•1. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer.




water, lawn mowing and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. $50.00 deposit,
$125.00 per month. Call
753-2377.




' Will Be Open Until I a. m.
Os New Tees's Eve
eig semi seectei New Years Iv*







East edge of City Limits South of 79 Hwy. Follow
Signs.
SATURDAY, ugc. 13th, 1975
12:00 NOON
A•clioneor: CM. Bryon L Swart
$23.11 Attairmse Prize
31 FEMALES, Sens ISM caves a side
Lomb ell be sealant at tte Isle Praire


















yidas, Puma, Niki, BataNke
Converse, Pro-Keds, Tretom
1 % Off
With This Clipped Ad
Good until Dec. 22, 1975
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods -fr.
1203 Chestnut "Free Gift Wrapping" ?Sifter.
..-4=n4:111-41t,*--*:"411 74.1 1V
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Right gifts at the tght Price-













II 6 6 e 6 6 1 1 1 ret)
The Shon)case
has one of the largest
selections of silver plated
Holloware on display in the area.
Make your selection now for that
special person.
34. Houses For Rent
t FOUR ROOM HOUSE.
it $125.00 per month. Broad
Street Extended. Call 753-
• 5281 after 6 p. m.
it References.
40 THREE 100 lb. pigs, four 40
to lb. pigs. Phone 4364455.
REGISTERED POLLED
W.' Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
th. no. Also cows, bred and






ft weeks old, December
16th. Call 753-0476.
Showcase t'it, POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming.
houico4 WI' All breeds. Pine Point
121/44116/0 NEI. 410 40, Eflatea, Eagle Creek
Road, 1 mile from
















































r meet & Shoe ose.
••••• 




"Boots &Roses For Every ActIvrty Under The Sun"


























hilestoSE 111!"!?.!ht 9.494fAelahist4 ovary pathos*.
lbw woo- movimaomipallfy merebsediftes a reemmeolde mire
He appreciate year hookossll
You may shop-Master Charge. Bankamericard,
Layaway, Charge and Cash
AKC REGISTERED
Beagle puppies. Will be 8
weeks old Christmas. Will
hold for Christmas. Call
753-9918 after 5 p. m.
41. Public Sales
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 506 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
36 H'mes For Sale
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom
house. Unique design,
large lot. Many extras.
Buy now and save. Call
753-3903.
HOME ON 3 WOODED
acres, 7 miles southeast of
Murray. $10,500. Call 753-
0268 or 753-6460.
TWO BEDROOM brick on
Farris Avenue in Murray.
Carpet, large den,
fireplace, lots of closet
space, double
refrigerator freezer,
stove, washer and dryer,
dishwasher and garbage
disposal. All drapes in-
cluded. $28,000. By ap-
pointment only. Call 753-
0370.
Pace Model CB 143
Operating voltage 12V DC
-0- ground; RF input 5
watts; output 4 watts
















At He Murray Cat hamar
motif, bus 101 Hersh
Isth Save.
All antique furniture
and china, etc. To be
auctioned 13 December
10 a. m. Open from 11 a.
m. to 3 p. m. for your
perusal.
No sales until auction.
FOR LISTING and selling
you property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call






B. B. Hook, 753-2387.
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We have
clients wanting 11) three
bedrooms with dining
area ( 2) good tillable
acreage north of city. Call
now Wilson Real Estate,
753-3263 or come by 206
South 4th-across from
post office.
FIVE ACRES of land, with
frontage zoned business,
in Murray on South 4th
Street, also has 2 bedroom
frame home on property
in good condition. An
excellent buy, price is low
at $25,000.00. Moffitt
Realty (o., 206 South 12th,
753-3597.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plug twenty years ex-
clusive real _estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
lialaitiatts2t















1914 Coldwater Rd. -753-2900
tAtIMOCWOrr NAM
Tithe College s e hop
Beside of Wallace's Book Store




From Now Until Christmas
Best Selection Pre-Washed
Jeans In West Kentucky
Cod Selection Gift items






sonnel at Gay Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call















Price reduced by owner.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-9537.
VERY NEAT two bedroom
lx?uae, 1100 Vinle,, Stem
refrigerator,. washer,






Henry Street. $17,500. Call
753-3358.




107 N. 4th Street
Wont something Different as Christmas I
gifts, shop the Squash Blossom
Fine selection litrquoi.se jewelry, leather.'
pottery. baskets, wicker furniture, wrought I
I ir"n. 20°/0 OFf ON ALL MERCHANDISE
I /191013 - STorTif9 Dec. 1st titre Christmas
Most-Tves-Tlears.• 10:00 e. m. 5:30 p. m.
Wed.-Fri. 10:00 a. si. - 8:30 p. m.L
W.10:00cm-11:30p.m.
741110113111MUCIAMMAGIM 305A SAS 3111a305150 =MI
46. Homes For Sale
OR LEASE. Three
bedroom brick home, 1/2
years old. Fully carpeted,
central heat and air, 11/2
baths, 2 car garage, two
blocks from Murray High
School. Call 753-7154 or
753-0053.
NEWLY REMODELED
home on 1% wooded
acres, near lake, beach
and boat dock. In New
Concord area. Two
bedrooms, den, large
kitchen, living area with
fireplace, garage. 12 x 20
screened patio. Priced to
sell at $24,500. Call 436-
2555.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
location in growing
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
water, new pump, new
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route




OP Remington 870 Pump, V. R. $139.95
k Remington 870 Pump, 3" Mag. $169.95
ERemington 1100 Auto., V. R. $174.95
PIPt Marlin 
Marlin 393316kC LeLevevre22r 30-30 cal.
Remington 742 Auto-30-06 V.R. $$$199954..99551
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Houghton, Rte. 6, Box 68
If it has on engine we
specialize in its repair
Hinman's
Rentals
%I paw mom Woo 'K's' Vfi V










753-9437 set sows. rya ails.
wee *It IOW Wis. sower ash. co
,-ele leels.tal etc
753-5703
























Silver Fiah & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control




































































1973 YAMAHA MX 254,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-0168 or 436-
5370.
1973 ttoNFrA MOTOR-
CYCLE. SL70 road or




49 Used Cars & Truc
1968 PLYMOUTH Fury III.







1 lb. Roasted Pecans
11/4 lb. Cooking Pecans
Come by & shop
441S. 753-2617
49 Used CPS & T,uCo •
1179 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and







INS CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 763-1063.




FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 1
ton pickup with heavy
duty winch. 1946 Dodge
power wagon, motor
recently rebuilt. Call 753-
5532.
1967 PONTIAC LeNlans 326
automatic - A-1 condition
$750.00. 354-6691.
1971 COMET GT, good
condition. Low miles. Call




1974 YAMAHA 250 Enders,
1695"
1973 100 YAMAHA bare-
1275"
1973 125 YAMAHA Were-
1325"
1974 125 Can-A. 1595"











model. Vanner, 25', 19,000
miles. Call 753-8533 or 753-
5121.
Auction
Friday, December 12- 10 a. m.
Saturday, December 13 - 10 a. m.
Sale location is corner of Mineral Wells and Russell St., Paris, TOM.
(across from Paris Square Shopping Center) in the buildings of the
Ressell Clay Co.
Meese thrte: Mrs. Merl See Russel has sold her satire collectiee of antiewis-
primitives - celiectahles - dolls end fernitvre she mod her late hasband had pet together
ever the lest 20 yews. We feel it will she 6 it 8 days if sections to sell this collet-tiee
sad these are the first 2 sale days. Fellow* Is • list of what we will be settee these
first 2 sales:
DOLLS: The dolls will sell on Sat., Dec. 13 only - Mrs. Russell has an impressive
collection of dolls (approx. 50): Shirley Temple (1934 era good); German Dolls-
French Dolls (some with "kid" leather bodies - various sizes - old dolls); Bisque
Dolls; China Bodied Pin Cushion Dolls; China Bodied "Brush" Dolls; Florodora-
Kid Bodied German Doll (good); China Head Dolls (some with black hair, some
blonde, some have "kid" leather bodies, all sizes, most have china arms and feet.
some have older "stuffed" limbs); "Wax Over" Dolls (good condition); Collectors
Dolls (like "paper mache", handmade dolls, etc.); doll dishes; doll furniture; doll
ports; doll clothes. (It is impossible to properly list this collection as it should be-
just be with us on Sat. Dec. 13) (Many of these dolls priced in the hundreds of
dollars each).
ANTIQUES-PRIMITIVES: Metal "tea" pots; old knives; axes; round oak table
(54" plus extra leaves - perfect condition); oak buffet (nice); pie safe; kitchen
chairs; showcase; bed steads; oak dresser and chest; camel back trunk; wood
burning stove (small) Mantle: toys (old toys-metal, etc. and newer toys); Wood
Tools (Mr. Russell collected wooden work tools and he had an impressive collec-
tion, planes, edgers, drawing knives etc.); collectors bottles (liquor! Beams-
Brooks etc., plus all types of other bottles-hundreds); wood barrels; old tables;
corn shelter; crocks; oil lamps; old hand tools; plows (old); metal implement
seats; old scales; old lanterns; cream separators; metal wheels; Anvil; old pit-
chers - cuts - bowls; platters; old fruit jars; old records; plus much, much, much
more.
POTTERY: Yard pieces; flower pots (all sizes); hangers; foot stones; statues,
etc.
It is IMPOSSIBLE to list the thousdands of lams, we have to sell. As stated it is
going to take 6 sales or more. We have just tried to keep a good balance for each
2 day selling period (like furniture, etc.), so each sale will have something for
everyone.
Sale will be held under TENT - rain or shine (or snow!?). Lunch available both
days. Terms and conditions announced at sale time. So come be with us for 2 good
days of auction: Thank You.
PHILLIPS JEFFREY
PADUCAH ICY. •
P.O SOX 14311 ISO) SROAD ST. AT 3RD










CAMP-A -RA MA Solos,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, /OA mile east





No jobs too small. Call
4364642 early morning or
late afternoon.
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
'AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.














work. Gravel and top soil













$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.










Muted as the "See Wry" moms resavel portable typewriters, *
by • loodhm mostimor testing magazies, the 1-5 11 mapedly hob AL
kr years of aro-free weeks. It hes tbe feelber teedi, -aor
DOM sad ceesisieet speed sister* hookas for, des • wealth of kin.
typs-oosy features, leciedsg: fell-size office keyboard.
arteasetis . . paper seaport sod p•mr-ead ittilkahor. .
. kryset tekirlator with_. tab clearaoss.. . haM special.
tee& mond selectee. . . mPiCk.50 While margin ceserelo...
Inasperma and tailor aid rearm pride. The 1-5 teem mai- 411
Wets with • beedeeme leatbor-illor aim*, am. Cheese hew jdm
doshistive solostioa of typo styles.





work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, wliite
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
ADDING A NEW room to




T= will do interior or







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
Macrame Says Make Your Own
Gifts
gel folodise of Wed, Me, foolee
TIMMS, Itse Flaw













IR SAM ALMOST MIMING IF NOT WI CAN 1117 IT1
We're DITIereeT••••Milee...hel very Mash TIAPF 753-01150
Holiday Time
Come In and Browse Around
Says Make Your Xmas Gifts
And Save
Thoweeds el Haws Ti Cheese from
lesis Cahn. Weed Ceramic.
ViiIl Glass. Tut We
& Africa' Trot
ewelart4
Shop Jeweiarr Er Say. N3-7701
t-41 - 7411-41t-kLitt*lii






Call 753-5827 or 7534618.
00.4 Four Seasons Nursery Hwy. 641 In Almo Hts.
Christmas Trees
CUT Tills- Balsam Fir, Scotch Pine, White Pine.
U1/I TIM • Scotch Pine and White Pine
ROCKED TIM - A variety of colors. ( All flocked trees are fireproof)
V.IlltiPM P!iltglA,1
For Yotrfoovordence
We Will Be Open From
Sam. -11:90Pin- Monday Through Saturday Sunday -1p m fip in 751-9946
A ILA 111A-41 -1-4
54 Free Column
FREE TO A GOOD HOME
6 year old male mixed
breed dog. Good with
children and good guard
dog. Also female Terrier
1,/ years old. Call 753-
8553.
ADULT PART Irish Setter.




weeks old. Very gentle




about the 19th of Dec.,
who wish a passenger.
Call 753-1394.
INSTALL IT YOURSOLF
New KR rumen Meow to replace your old deMwelleist












6 Experienced Pointers at your Service
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 7534839 or 253-5287
Carlos Black Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
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The Murray Middle School Bands will be presenting their first concert of the
season Tuesday, Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. in the Middle School gym. The public is invited
.
••.
• the Fish Fry Parade in Paris, Tn., in April; and a Spring Concert near the end of the
Educators Concert Festival at MSU in March; the all First District Junior High Band
Other events the band will participate in this year include: Kentucky Music
to the Christmas program, which will be free of charge.
school year.
Because of a developing interest in band during the last four years, the band
program has grown from a total of 150 in 1972 to over 270 members this year.
The 6th grade band has a membership of n the 7th grade band (left) has 98




1 Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Chaney
The funeral for Mrs. Lela
Chaney of Murray Route Three
was held Sunday at three p. m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. C. C. Brasher officiating
and music by a group from the
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Pallbearers were Glen
(haney, Tommy Vance, Gerald
McNutt, 'Mike Gentry, Charles
Outland, and James Outland.
Burial was in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Chaney, age 85, widow of
Euris Chaney and a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church,
died Friday at 8:35 p.m. at the
Puryear Nursing Home.
Survivors are four sons,
Eugene, James, and Charles
Chaney, all of Murray Route
Six, and C,ortell Chaney, Fort,
Worth, Texas; one sister, Mrs.





Funeral services for Mrs.
Dennis ( Maggie) Boyd of
Murray Route Four were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where she
was a member with Rev. Hoyt
Owen and Rev. A. H. McLeod
officiating and the church choir
providing the music.
Pallbearers were J. L. Ellis,
Jr., John B. Ellis, Ellis Hays, H.
Glenn Doran, Shannon Ellis,
and Herman K. Ellis. Burial
was in the church cemetery
with the arramernents by the J.
H. Churchill-Funera/ Home.
Mrs. Boyd, age 71, died
Friday at 7:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Dennis Boyd,
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Simpson,
son Hazle Lee Bozd, sister, Mrs.
Ermine Stewart, brother,
Justus L. Ellis, five grand-

















Mrs. Willie Mae Decker,
formerly of Murray, died
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
Carmel Hall, Detroit, Mich. She
was 96 years of age and the
widow of C. 0. Decker.
The former Murray resident
had been bedridden for several
years and was a member of the
First Christian Church,
Murray. Born September 28,
1879, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Thomas Jefferson Holcomb and
Matha Horner Holcomb.
Mrs. Decker is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Harold
(Clara) Burrows, Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Martha Yarnall,
Del Ray Beach, Fla., and Mrs.
Helen Gray, Lake Odessa,
Mich.; three grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. David
Roos officiating. Burial will be
in she Murray CAW Ommotarr.
Friends may call at the





Chalmous C. Clayton of the
Claytontown community, died
Saturday at ten p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 79 years of age
and the husband of the late
Bromdle McCuiston Clayton.
The deceased had been a
farmer in the Claytontown
community. Born January 27,
1895, in Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Clayton.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Keys (Gladys) Wells,
Murray; two sons, Raymond
Clayton, Calvert City, and
Herbert Clayton, Buchanan,
Tenn.; one brother, Marshall
Clayton, Puryear, Tenn.; seven
grandchildren, Don and Dan
Wells, Mary Lowe, Martha and
Margie Clayton, Joy Furgerson,
and Jeff Clayton; eleven great
grandchildren.
Mr. Clayton was a member of
the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church where
funeral services are being held
today at two p.m. with Rev.
Gary Whitworth and Rev. W.
Edd Glover officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White playing the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Woodard, Wilburn, Brown,
Tellus, Tommy, and Elvis
Clayton, all nephews.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
141111 NOTES
by William M. Boyd
During the middle ages in
Europe, large indoor fairs were
held for the purpose of ex-
changing goods by barter. The
use of money, which was in very
short supply, was often
prohibited.
You don't need money when you have one of our
 convenient
belcaIIRivXanzain and-let macaw atewhow ahackti






will appear in a special free
concert, "An Evening at the
Lowrey Organ," at 8 p.m.
tonight The concert Will be
held at Conrad's Piano's and
Organs in Olympia Plaza
Shopping Center. Conrad's is
holding a grand opening
celebration this week. A most
talented organ virtuoso,
Renaut's musical taste and
style range from the Sunday
morning church services and
the Saturday afternoon
ballgame to the Saturday
night dance. His performance
promises to provide a
stimulating musical ex-
perience for organ en-
thusiasts, as well as com-
pletely new sounds for the
uninitiated.
Caravan. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
display patterns, while the
fourth, the Air Force van,
features a 26-seat mini-theater.
The Army van describes the
Army's history and con-
tributions to the nation in six
areas; wartime role, civil ac-
tions, community assistance,
technology and medicine, ex-
ploration and contributions to
the nation.
walk-through display patterns,
while the fourth, the Air Force
van, features a 26-seat mini-
theater. The Army van
describes the Army's history
and contributions to the nation
in six areas: wartime role, civil
actions, community assistance,
technology a
d medicine, exploration and
contributions to the nation.
The "Heritage of the Corps"
is told in five sections of the
Marine exhibit: Revolutionary
War, the Century of 1798 to 1898,
the Marine Band, the Twentieth
Century and the Marines today.
Artwork by active, reserve and
retired Marines is featured
throughout the van.
Exhibits in the Navy van
portray that service's 200-year
contributions to the nation,
concentrating on contributions
to knowledge and Navy-
developed items and processes
which have improved the
quality of life for the average
American.
The Air Force, using its mini-
theater and multi-screens, will
present a 16-minute slide
presentation on the history of
flight from man's earliest
dreams to the landings on the
rrioon.
OFFICE CLOSED "
The Office of Unemployment
Hubbard Optimistic That Bird
Problem Will Be Solved Shortly
WASHINGTON, D. C. - U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
(D-Ky.) has expressed "op-
timism that the tragic blackbird
problem in Western Kentucky
will be solved in the very near




Congressman Robin Beard ( R-
Tenn.) arranged a meeting
earlier this week with Secretary
Kleppe and the U. S. Senators
from Kentucky and Tennessee.
r7:6: grock,Ozzke
Prices 01 stocks of band Interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & limes by






Quaker Oats 36% -K
Republic Steel  -41
Singer  -%
1=100•16  iOtti
Zenith   22% +K
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
US. Homes Vos Aos
Kaufman &Broad 5% one
Ponderosa Systems 9% -%
Kimberly Clark 33%
Union Carbide 57% +%
W . R. Grace M% mac
Texaco nib -%
Gonna ow. coo -34
Gov foto Jo
Georg:roc-inc. 41% -%
Pf nay 25% loc
Jun Walters 22% +%
Kirsch 11% -%
Disney 46% +%
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A course designed for the
person who is eager to engage in
a unique program for personal
and professional development
will be offered again in the
Spring. The course was
designed by Lanette Thurman,
instructor of Business
Education, and has been
tailored to the specific needs of
employees of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, MSU,
TVA, and the Purchase Area
Development District office in
HopkinsyWe. Each class has
included students who com-
pleting two- and four-year
professional programs.
The concept of educating the
total person requires that each
individual set realistic and
meaningful goals. Success is at
least 85 per cent personality;
therefore, the focus is on
identifying success attributes.
Professional Development
( BSO 300-3 hours credit or
audit) will meet on Tuesdays
from 6 to 9p.m. in Ordway Hall.
Self-tailored projects are jointly
planned for improvement in
such areas as: business
behavior, goal setting, value
clarification, time
management, interpersonal
skills in the job, telephone
techniques, and employer-
employee relationships
Refining of knowledge and
skills developed in other
courses assures the student of a
self-confident approach to his
future employment in business.
Taking the responsibility for
aelf and to others, the student
otestrtalaJAIr Eisadaar seta otrkt
closed all day, Tueaday,- .sil/61.71/-11W
December 9, for the 
informal atmosphere, and
inauguration of Governor
engages in constant self-
Julian Carroll, according to the 
evaluation.
Ul director in Frankfort.
or 762-4185.
For information, call 762401 10
Kleppe told the group that
solid proof that blackbirds are a
health threat might move him
to declare an emergency and
permit the use of Tergitol to kill
some of the millions of birds
roosting in Western Kentucky
and Tennessee. He explained
the medical evidence would
have to be strong enough to
withstand a possible court
challenge.
The meeting was called to
enlist Kleppe's support in
overcoming an agreement
between attorneys for his
department and attorneys for
the Scoiety for Animal Rights.
The Society had filed a federal
suit to prevent the use of
Tergitol, a detergent that
causes birds to die of exposure
when they are sprayed with it in
wet, cold weather.
The agreement says that
pending a final decision in the
suit, a virtual ban will exist on
the use of the chemical until a
nationwide environmental
Impact study is completed.
Under the agreement, any
emergency exception Kleppe
grants would be subject to court
challenge by the Society within
eight days. Kleppe said a draft
of the environmental impact
study will be ready by January
1, but several federal agencies
then will have to review it.
At the meeting it was claimed
that 77 million blackbirds are
roosting within a 50-mile radius
of Fort Campbell on the border
of Kentucky and Tennessee.
After Kleppe indicated the
problem within this area,
Hubbard emphasized that the
blackbird problem stretches
from Milan, Tenn., to Owen-




Osborne and Dr. Wade Kadel,
both of Hopkinsville, and Wilbur
Ray, president of the Christian
County Farm Bureau, for their
"helpfulness and significant








Get acquainted with our,
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
December
Tues wed Thurs Fri Sat
9 10 11 
12 13
Daily: 10 a. m. - 8 p. m.
Sat: 10 a. m.-6p. m.
*I)  
South 12th Street
AN airs. Babies. ciriktren and =Julia One swung per subject. Adidislismal leljeas
or inituiduals to mon Cuouly-$1.00 per subsect No proofs= imam I.'am=
frusona portraits { -our selection-I You Inn erten













































Mein St. J & S Oil
Pagliars Pizza
The Youth Shop






urray Supply S. Wholesale Electric
$40.00
WINNERS OF DECEMBER 6 DRAWING
SHOP DOWNTOWN MURRAY FIRST
CASH WINNERS

















Kinvirtator Disposal or Motorola Car Tope Player





$40.00 Farah Leisure Soft
$15.00 Channel Gift Set
$10.00 Gift Certificate
$445.00 RCA Radio














$69.95 Tell City Rocker
$20.00 Point
4ass Furniture $29.95 Boon Bog
Squash Blossom ' $15.00
 amber
Vaiesti. ?04.2.411ReMzais400do• -
Poglia's Pizza $10.00 Gift Certificate

































Mrs. W. J. Pitman
Urban L. Seidler
Ovie Sue Galloway
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